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MISCELLANEOUS.
The Pine Tree Siailling’.
BY NATHANIEL HAWTHORNE.

Captain John Hull was the mint-master
t>f Massachusetts, and coined all the money
that was made there. This was a new line
of business ; for, in the earlier days of the
colony, the current coinage consisted of gold
and silver money of England, Portugal and
Spain. These coins being scarce, the peo
ple were often forced to barter their commo
dities instead of selling them.
For instance, if a man wanted to buy a
coat, he perhaps exchanged a bear skin for
it. If he wished for a barrel of molasses, he
might purchase it with a pile of pine boards.
Musket-bullets were used instead of farth
ings. The Indians had a sort of money, cal
led wampum, which was made of clam
shells ; and this strange sort of specie was
likewise taken in payment of debts, by the
English settlers. Bank-bills had never been
heard of. There was not money enough of
any kind, in many parts of the country, to
pay their ministers ; so that they sometimes
had to take quintals of fish, bushels of corn,
or cords of wood, instead of silver or gold.
As the people grew more numerous, and
their trade one with another increased, the
want of current money was still more sensi
bly fell. To supply the demand, the gener
al court passed a law for establishing a coin
age of shillings, sixpences, and threepences.
—Capt. John Hull was appointed to man
ufacture this money, and was to have about
one shilling out of every twenty, to pay him
for the trouble of making them.
Hereupon, all the old silver in the colony
was handed over to Capt. John Hull. The
battered silver cans and tankards, I suppose,
and silver buckles, and broken spoons, and
silver buttons of worn-oot coats, and silver
hilts of swords that had figured at court, all
such curious old articles were doubtless
thrown into the melting pot together. But
by far the greater part of the silver consist
ed of -bullion from the mines of South Amer
ica, which the English buccaniers, (who
were little better than pirates,) had taken
from the Spaniards, and brought to Massa
chusetts.
All this old and new silver being melted
down and coined, the result was an immense
amount of splendid shillings, sixpences and
threepences. Each had the date of 1652,
on the one side, and the figure of a pine
tree on the other. Hence they were called
pine tree shillings. And for every twenty
shillings that he coined you will remember,
Captain John Hull was entitled to put one
shilling into his own pocket.
The magistrates soon began to suspect
that the mint-master would have the best of
the bargain. They offered him a large sum
of money, if he would but give up that
twentieth shilling, which he was continually
dropping into his own pocket. But Cap
tain Hull declared he was perfectly satisfied
with the shilling. And well he might be;
for so diligently did he labor, that, in a few
years, his pockets, his money bags, and his
strong box were overflowing with pine tree
shillings. This was probably the case,
when he came into possession of Grandfath
er’s chair; and as he had worked so hard at
the mint, it was certainly proper that he
should have a comfortable chair to rest him
self on.
When the mint-master had grown very
rich, a young man, Samuel Sewell by name
came a courting his only daughter. His
daughter—whose name I do not know ; but
we will call her Betsey—was a fine hearty
damsel, by no means so slender as some
young ladies of our own days. On the con
trary, having always fed heartily on pump
kin pies, dough nuts, Indian puddings, and
other puritan dainties, she was as round, and
plump as a pudding. With this round rosy
Miss Betsey, did Samuel Sewell fall in love.
As he was a young man of good character,
industrious in his business, and a member of
the church, the mint-master very readily
gave his consent.
“ Yes—you may take her,” said he, in
his rough way,“and you will find her a
heavy burden enough.”
On the wedding day we may suppose that
honest John Hull dressed himself in a plain
colored coat, all the buttons of which were
made of pine tree shillings. The buttons of
his waistcoat were sixpences ; and the knees
of his small-clothes were buttoned with sil
ver threepences. Thus attired he sal with
great dignity in Grandfather’s chair ; and
being a portly old gentleman, he completely
filled it from elbow to elbow. On the op
posite side of the room, between her bride
maids, sat Miss Betsey. She was blushing
.with all her might, and looked like a full
blown paeony, a great red apple, or any oth
er round and scarlet object.
There, too, was the bridegroom, dressed

SAT
in a fine purple coat, and gold lace w’aistcoat,
with as much other finery as the Puritan
lawsand customs would allow him to put on.
His hair was cropt close to his head, because
Governor Endicott had forbidden any man
to wear it below the ears.
But he was a
very personable young man ; and so thought
the bride maids and Miss Betsey herself.
The mint-master also was pleased with his
new son-in-law ; especially as he had courted
Miss Betsey out of pure love, and had said
nothing al all about her portion. So, when
the marriage ceremony was over, Captain
Hull whispered a word to two of his menservants, who immediately went out, and
soon returned, lugging in a large pair of
scales.—They were such a pair as whose*
sale merchants use for weighing bulky com
modities; and quite a bulky commodity was
now to be weighed in them.
“ Daughter Betsey/’ said the mint-master,
“ gel into one side of these scales.”
Miss Betsey—or Mrs. Sewell, as we must
now call her—did as she was bid, like a du
tiful child, without any question of the why
and wherefore. But what her father could
mean, unless to make her husband pay for
her by the pound, (in which case she would
have been a dear bargain) she had not the
least idea.
“ And now,” said honest John Hull to the
servants, “ bring that box hither.”
The box, to which the mint-master point
ed, was a huge, square, iron-bound, oaken
chest ; it was big enough, my children, for
all four of you to play hide-and-seek in.
The servants tugged with might and main,
but could not lift this enormous receptacle,
and were finally obliged to drag it across the
floor.--Captain Hull then took a key from
his girdle, unlocked the chest, and lifted
its ponderous lid. Behold 1 it was full to
the brim of bright pine-tree shillings, fresh
from the mint, and Samuel Sewell began to
think that his father-in-law had got posses
sion of all the money in the Massachusetts
Treasury. But it was only the mint-mas
ter’s honest share of the coinage.
Then the servants, at Captain Hull’s
command, heaped double handfuls of shil
lings into one side of the scales, while Bet
sey remained in the other. Jingle, jingle,
went the shillings, as handful after handful
was thrown in, till, plump and ponderous
as she was, they fairly weighed the young
lady from the floor.
“ There, son Sewell I” cried the honest
mint-master, resuming his seat in Grand
father’s chair, “ Take these shillings for
my daughter’s portion.
Use her kindly,
and thank Heaven for her. It is not every
wife that’s worth her weight in silver 1”
The children laughed heartily at this le
gend, and would hardly be convinced but
that Grandfather had made it out of his own
head. He assured them faithfully, however,
that he had found it in the pages of a grave
historian, and had merely tried to tell it in a
somewhat funnier style.
“ Well, Grandfather,” remarked Clara,
“ if wedding portions now-a-days were paid
as Miss Betsey’s was, young ladies would
not pride themselves upon an airy figure, as
many of them do.”
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IN SENATE.
FRIDAY, JAN. 8.

The debate on the pre-emption land bill was
resumed, and continued by several members.
Mr. Crittenden moved that the bill should
lie over to Monday, and gave notice of a
motion for the recommitment of the bill,
with instructions, which he read, and moved
that the instructions be printed. The instruc
tions proposed that the bill should be amen
ded, in such a manner as to provide for the
distribution of the proceeds of sales of pub
lic lands among the States in just and equi
table proportions.
The instructions were
ordered to be printed, and after an execu
tive session, the Senate adjourned to Mon
day.

drawback on refined sugars.
The Senator from Missouri defended the
resolution with a speech which he has often
submitted to the Senate.
The discussion upon the pre-emption bill
(which has been before the Senate for sever
al weeks) was resumed, and Mr. Southard
addressed the Senate at length upon the
propositions under consideration.
MONDAY, JAN. 18.

The pre-emption land bill was taken up
and further debated by Mr. Clay of Alaba
ma, who supported Mr. Calhoun’s 'proposi
tion for cession to the States in which the
lands are situated. After a short executive
session the Senate adjourned.
HOUSE OF RlipRESENTATIVES.
FRIDAY, JAN 8.

FOREIGN NEWS.
SEVEN DAYS LATER FROM ENG-.
LAND.

The packet ship Oxford arrived at NewYork on Sunday, in 20^ days from Liver
pool, bringing London and Liverpool papers
to the 20th Dec.
The remains of Napoleon were re-interred
on the 15th ultimo, with great pomp. The
London papers were filled with the details
of the ceremony. No disturbance occurred,
and Paris was unusually quiet.
A Toulon letter states that Admiral Hugon has been ordered to sail immediately
with six ships of the line, to the coast of
Morocco, to demand satisfaction for the in
sult recently offered to the French consul
at Tangier.—Some steamers are to go with
the squadron, and if satisfaction is refused,
(lie place is to be bombarded.
The Hanover Gazette of Dec. 14 announ
ces the conclusion of a treaty of commerce
and navigation between Hanover and the
United Slates.
The London papers give a rumor that
the English Government intends colonizing
the Falkland Islands, and that a plan for
the purpose is under consideration.

Mr. Underwood, from the Committee on
MONDAY, JAN. 11.
Steamboat Explosions reported three bills,
Mr. Nickolson, the Senator elect from one to authorize the President to make ex
Tennessee, appeared, was qualified, and periments, one to provide for the purchase
took his seat.
of a patent self-acting safety-valve, and one
Mr. Webster presented a memorial ask to amend the act for the better security of
ing for the passage of an act establishing a the lives of passengers, &c. The bills were
uniform system of bankruptcy.
made the special order of the day for the
The Senate proceeded to the consideration 25th inst.
Turkey and Egypt.—At the latest date
of the bill proposing to establish a Perma
Several resolutions were adopted on mo from Constantinople, Nov. 28, the Divan
nent Prospective Pre-emption
System. tion.
was reported to be preparing an act revok
The question being on the motion of Mr.
ing the deposition of Mehemet Ali from the
Crittenden to recommit the bill with the in
SATURDAY, JAN. 9.
Pachalic of Egypt ; the Sultan having been
structions. A debate arose, in which Mr.
The House was engaged in the consider gently coerced to this deed of clemency by
Crittenden, Mr. Benton, Mr. Mangum and ation of Private Bills.
Lord Ponsonby and the other representatives
Mr. Linn participated.
of the allied powers.
Mr. Calhoun expressed a wish toaddress
MONDAY, JAN. 11.
Mehemet Izzet, who had been appointed
The report from the Committee of Elec Pacha of Egypt, had been mollified by the
the Senate at some length ; and, on his mo
tions in relation to the Pennsylvania con government of Adrianople.
tion, the Senate adjourned.
tested election, came up for consideration,
The Sultan had directed a splendid dia
TUESDAY, JAN. 12.
when Mr. Naylor spoke two hours and a mond necklace to be prepared as a present
The pre-emption bill was resumed, to half in reply to Mr. Ingersoll, when an ad for Queen Victoria.
gether with Mr. Crittenden’s substitute, pro journment was called for, but on request the
The Convention between Mehemet Ali
posing a distribution of the proceeds of sales motion was withdrawn, and Mr. Jones,
and Commodore Napier was signed on the
among the States, and Mr. Calhoun’s for from the Committee of Ways and Means,
26th of November, and on the 28th Hamid
ceding the lands to the States in which reported a bill making appropriations for
Bey set off in an English steamer, with or
they are situated. Mr. Calhoun spoke at the civil and diplomatic expenses of Gov
ders to Ibrahim for the evacuation of Syria.
length in support of his project and against ernment for the year 1841. On motion of
distribution. Mr. Crittenden replied. Mr. Mr. J. it was referred to the Committee of
Late and important from Texas.—
Benton followed in opposition to the pro the Whole on the State of the Union, and The fast running steam ship Neptune, Cap
posal for distribution, and before taking any with its accompanying documents, ordered tain Rollins, arrived yesterday from Galves
question the Senate adjourned.
to be printed. The House then adjourned. ton, bringing dates from that city up to the
3d inst.
WEDNESDAY, JAN. 13.
TUESDAY, JAN. 12.
The news from the frontier, if true, is
Mr. John Leeds Kerr, a new Senator
The bill amending the law for the aboli highly important. A letter has been receiv
from Maryland, appeared, was qualified, tion of imprisonment for debt was taken up ed at Austin from San Antonio which de
and took his seat.
on its third reading, and debated on a mo clares positively that it is the intention of
The debate was resumed upon the pre tion to amend. The amendment was re the Mexican Government to invade Texas.
emption land bill, by Mr. Preston, who jected and the bill read a third time and
According to the letter the loan of $3,000,spoke at length upon it, and opposed the passed. Mr. Naylor resumed his argument 000 lately obtained by Mexico is to be ex
proposition of cession to the States in which on the question of his election, in reply to
pended as follows:—$2,000,000 towards
the lands are situated. The death of Judge Mr. Ingersoll and spoke to the hour of ad purchasing and arming two steamships to
Haight, the Sergeant at Arms, was announc journment.
act against the Texan Navy ; the balance to
ed. The Senate voted $500 to defray the
be applied in carrying on operations by
expense of removal of his body to Vermont,
WEDNESDAY, JAN. 13.
land ; General Arista to have command of
the place of his former residence.
Mr. Naylor occupied the day’s session in the invaders. His first object is to take
After an executive session, the Senate ad a continuation of his speech in support of possession of Goliad and San Antonio, and
journed.
his own election. At half past two he gave then propositions will be made to the Tex
way to a motion for adjournment.
an Government, which of course the latter
THURSDAY, JAN. 14.
will not accept.
A large number of memorials in favor of
THURSDAY, JAN. 14.
Business at Galveston, during the Christ
a General Bankrupt Law were presented
Mr. Naylor resumed his speech in de mas holidays, was extremely dull.
and committed.
fence of his right to a seat in the House, and
The Texan Congress has passed a law
Mr. Ruggles presented a memorial re continued to speak until half past three.
by which property cannot be sold at all
monstrating against the repeal of the fishing
[From the Albany Cultivator.]
under execution, unless it shall bring twobounties.
Mr. Benton took occasion to
FRIDAY, JAN. 15.
VALUABLE TABLE.
thirds its appraised value.—N. 0. Pica
give
notice
that
in
a
few
days
he
should
The consideration of the report of the yune.
Messrs. Gaylord & Tucker. — A few days
ago 1 was much in want of some dry meas bring in his bill to abolish these bounties, Committee of Elections, in the contested eBuenos Ayres papers have been received
ures of capacity, as I had often been before; and said that he should show that they lection between Charles Naylor, the sitting
but this circumstance had never led me un were unconstitutional, and ought to be re member from the third Congressional Dis at New-York, which announce that the
til then, to think of the vast numbers of pealed. Mr. Ruggles replied by giving trict of Pennsylvania, and Charles J. Inger blockade of that port had at length been
house keepers, especially farmers, who suf notice that in a few days he should bring in soll, the claimant, which has been under raised.—The terms of the arrangement be
a bill to repeal the duty on lead.
consideration for several days, came up in tween the French Admiral and Rosas had
fer inconvenience from the same cause; in
The
pre
emption
bill,
with
its
amend

order.
The report is in favor of the right not yet been made public.—Newburyport
fact, I do not believe I should err, in rating
ments, was taken up, and Mr. Sevier made of Mr. Naylor to the seat he now occupies. Herald.
them at ninety-nine in every hundred. Why
Mr. Ingersoll answered the speech here
they continue to do so, they themselves can a speech in favor of graduation and pre
emption
and
cession
to
the
States,
and
atofore
made by Mr. Naylor. After he had
Horrible Tragedy.—About noon, yes
best tell ; but it occurred to me that I might
terday, a man named Patrick Hogan—a paperhaps render them an acceptable service gainst distribution. Mr. Smith of Indiana, concluded—
Mr. Naylor rejoined in a few remarks ; vier —who resided at 190 Mulberry street,
by publishing a list of boxes in a square began a speech against Mr. Calhoun’s bill.
came home to his dinner, when an alterca
form, which I made out for my own use, to Before he finished his speech, the Senate when
adjourned.
Mr. Jameson moved the previous ques tion occurred between himself and his wife;
contain the following quantities, to wit : a
tion ; which was demanded by a large ma he went up stairs, put the muzzle of a heav
barrel, half barrel, bushel, half bushel, peck,
FRIDAY, JAN. 15.
jority of members.
ily loaded musket to his breast and shot
half peck, gallon, half gallon, and quart.
Mr. Clayton of Delaware, presented the
The vote was taken by yeas and nays, himself through the heart. Of course his
The square shape was preferred as being credentials of Richard H. Bayard, elected
and resulted as follows
Yeas 117 j Nays death was instantaneous.
far easier both to make and calculate.
a U. S. Senator from the State of Delaware. 85.
His wife at seeing what was done, went
A similar table is not to be found in any The Vice President also presented the cre
And so the right of Mr. Naylor to the seat deliberately to a closet, took thence a large
book that I have ever seen.
dentials of Thomas Clayton, the present he now holds as the Representative in this
phial filled with corrosive sublimate.
She
TABLE.
Senator, re-elected from the fourth of March House from the Third Congressional Dis
swallowed the whole of the contents of the
A box 24 inches by 16 in. square, and 28 next.
trict of Pennsylvania was confirmed.
phial, and was shortly after thrown into
in. deep will contain a barrel, or 10,752 cu
Mr. Smith of Indiana, resumed and clos
convulsions. Medical aid was immediately
bic inches.
ed a very sensible, practical speech upon
SATURDAY, JAN. 16.
called, and every effort made to save her.
A box 24 inches by 16 in. square, and 14 the subject of pre-emption, cession, distribu
The House resolved itself into a Commit The wretched woman lived about three
in. deep will contain a half barrel, or 5,3/6 tion, &c. Mr. Smith was in favor of Mr. tee of the Whole, and passed several private
hours when she expired in the most dread
cubic inches.
Crittenden’s proposition, favoring pre-emp bills.
ful agonies.
A box 16 inches by 16 8-10 in. square, tion with distribution, and opposing cession.
The difficulty between the deceased, aand 8 in. deep will contain a bushel, or 2,MONDAY, JAN. 18.
After Mr. Smith had concluded, Mr. Mer
rose
from two of Hogan’s children by a for
150 4-10 cubic inches.
The bill to authorize the issue of Treas
rick moved to take up the bill proposing to
A box 12 inches by 11 2-10 in. square, renew or extend the charters of the banks of ury Notes was taken up in Committee of mer wife, whom he kept in his family con
and 8 in. deep will contain a half bushel, or the District of Columbia.
the Whole, Mr. Adams in the chair. Mr. trary to the wishes of deceased. The Cor
oner held an inquest on the bodies of de
1,075 2-10 cubic inches.
Mr. Clay of Ala. moved that the resolu Jones expounded at length the state of the
A box 8 inches by 8 4-10 in. square, and tion be laid on the table, which was carried finances, and attempted to show that the ceased, and we heard, rendered a verdict in
8 in. deep will contain one peck, or 537 6 10 —21 to 15.
deficiency of means was only temporary, accordance with the above facts.—N. York
Cour. Enq.
cubic inches.
The discussion was renewed upon the and that it would be properly met by the
A box 8 inches by 8 in. square, and 4 pre-emption bill, Mr. Southard of N. J. be temporary expedient of Treasury Notes, and
The last accounts from the ship Garrick
2-10 in. deep will contain ope half peck, or ginning a speech which he will continue to was followed by Mr. Barnard, who submit
state that a considerable portion of the cargo
268 8-10 cubic inches.
ted
three
propositions
;
I,
that
the
bill
should
morrow.
A box 7 inches by 4 in. square, and 4
be recommitted ; 2, that the committee be would be lost, as the surf was so high that
8-10 in. deep will contain a half gallon, or
instructed to bring in a bill authorizing a lighters could not get along side. A large
SATURDAY, JAN. 16.
134 4-10 cubic inches.
A bill was reported from the Committee- loan of $10,000,000 ; and, 3, that they be portion of the cargo between deckshad been
A box 4 inches by 4 in. square, and 4 on the Judiciary, by general leave, author instructed to bring in a bill imposing duties landed in boats in a damaged state.—New
2-10 in. deep will contain one quart, or 67 izing the Secretary of the Treasury to make for additional revenue on wines, silks, linens, buryport Her.
2-10 cubic inches.
a compromise with the Sureties of Robert spices, &c., in such manner as not to con
Good Salaries.—The sum received by
These measures all come within a small Swartwout, late Collector of the Port of flict with the principles of the Compromise
the U. S. District Attorney at New York, du
fraction of cubic inch of being perfectly ac New York.
Act. Mr. Barnard addressed the commit ring the last year, is $28,009,07 ; by the Clerk
curate, as near, indeed, as any measures of
Mr. Benton introduced a resolution of in tee at length in support of these proposi of the court,$19,469,92. The Marshal of
capacity have ever yet been made for com quiry, which was adopted, calling upon the tions, and before he had finished his re Mississippi received, $87,150. A new law
mon use ; the difficulty of making them with Committee of Finance to inquire into the marks, he gave way to a motion for the has been reported to make these and all sim
absolute exactness has never been overcome. expediency of reporting a bill for abolishing committee to rise and the House adjourned. ilar offices salary offices at $5,000 per annum.
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House joined to the committee on so
part of the House,—which report was accept
Ì UNITED STATES LEGISLATURE,
York —Kimball, Paine, Rogers, Tucker,
much of the Governor’s message as relates
ed.
to wageiing on elections, Messrs. Gray of &c.—42.
TWENTY-SIXTH CONGRESS....... SECOND SESSION,
SATURDAY, JAN. 23.
IN SENATE.
Bowdoinham, Littlefield of Wells, Prescott
FRIDA V, JAN. 15.
........._______________ . —A message. was received from the Govern- ofJB
Monmouth,
Hatch of Dexter, Gage <»f
THURSDAY, JAN. 21.
' IN SENATE.
Mr. Pike from the Committee on State or, transmitting certain resolutions passed by ¡Wilton Drake of Paris , Deering of Free
Order from the Senate referring the peti[proceedings continued from first page.]
Printing reported, that they had contracted the Legislature of Vermont, relative to such port, Scammon
’
—
’
of Franklin, Greeley of Pa tion of Elias B Pierce and wife for divorce
TUESDAY, JAN. 19.
with Messrs. Severance & Dorr, to do the an amendment of the Constitution of the U. lermo and Tenney of St. Albans.
was passed, and Messrs. McDonald, Deane,
A resolution of the Legislature of Illinois
printing upon the same terms as it was . States, as shall restrict the eligibility to the
House
joined
to
the
select
committee
on
Green
of
Topsham,
Packard
of
Blanchard,
remonstrating against the repeal of the sub'
...... office
—The
done .11.
the last year—andj .tthat. .ithey ihad,> con-j
uulv of President, to one term.
.
. . resolu. .
v ‘
. I tions once read and referred to a joint select the Insane Hospital, Messrs. Paine of San and Garcelon were joined.
treasury and the establishment of a national
traded with Mr. D. C. Stanwvood to o ,e j committce, consisting of Messrs. Daveis, ford, Foote of Wiscasset, Pillsbury of
Report of the Committee on Elections on bank, was submitted.
binding and stitching upon the same terms Hammons, Thomas, Williams and Burbank, Bucksport, Gilchrist of Thomaston, Chad- the petition of Stephen Sanderson, to be al
A communication from the Secretary o|
as it was done last year by G. S. Carpen on the part of the Senate.
bourne of Eastport, Cox of Dixfield and lowed to take the seat now held by Frank the Treasury in reply to a call from the SenMr. Daveis introduced an order, that the j Severance of Augusta.
ate was received, which gives the Secretary’s
ter, and the report was accepted.
lin Hosmer, was taken up.
committee on the Judiciary be directed to
plan for a permanent tariff. He recommends
Petition
of
Thomas
Gray
et
als.
that
the
Mr. Andrews, of Turner, moved to fill an adherence to the compromise act, acknowk
SATURDAY, JAN. 16.
inquire into the expediency of exempting
people
may
choose
their
own
County
offithe
blank
in
the
Resolve
which
the
Report
edges the deficit in the revenue, and recoinPetition praying for a reduction of Rep from the trustee process, the last month’s wa
cers, was taken up and referred.
submitted with the name of Franklin Hos mends that it be supplied by the imposition
resentatives and alteration of the time of ges of labor.
Petitions presented and referred—of E- mer. This motion was sustained, in a long of duties on free articles.
holding the Sessions of the Legislature, was
MONDAY. JAN. 25.
lizabeth Coolidge that she may be allowed debate, by Messrs. Andrews, McDonald,
Mr. Calhoun’s amendment, ceding the pub.
referred to a select Committee, consisting of
lie lands to the States in which they lie, 01]
the
benefits
of
a
law
in
favor
of
the
widows
Papers
from
the
House
read
and
referred
Paine,
Cary,
Dunn
and
Delesdernier,
and
Messrs. Daveis, Hammons, Eaton, Lane
of revolutionary soldiers—Abraham Butler- opposed by Messrs. Morrison, Severance, certain conditions, was negatived, 18 to 22.
in concurrence.
and Sewall, on the part of the Senate.
Petitions presented and referred—of G. j field for an allowance for expense io contest- Foote, Blake and Hinckley.
On motion of Mr. Daveis. the different II.
WEDNESDAY, Jan. 20.
........... ..et.Ials,
., fK. J
Jewett
for ...appropriation for State ,j • the H ht of Samuel Small to a seal in the
The question was then taken by yeas and
parts of the Governor’s Message were refer road from Wilson
The Senate was engaged until 6 o’clock in
Wilann tn
Mnnsphflnrt Lake
I .afro—
r.
. °____
. ..
to Moosehead
—nt
of 1 House
in
1835.
—
Adj.
nays, and the motion to fill the blank with the discussion oft he prospective pre-emption
red to appropriate Committees.
President and Directors of York Bank for re
the name of Mr. Hosmer sustained, yeas system. The bill, after undergoing various
That part relating to the Insane Hospital duction of their Capital—ol Mary Cobb for
TUESDAY, JAN. 19.
amendments, was ordered io be engrossed126, nays 39, as follows:
was referred to a Joint Select Committee, change of name, referred to the Joint select
Mr. Deane, from the Committee on Elec
30 to 17.
Committee,
who
have
under
consideration
Y
eas
—
Messrs.
Bartlett,
Brackett,
Bra

consisting of Messrs. Barrell, Lane, Thom
tions, on the remonstrance against the right
as, Bolster and Fowler, on the part of the the Petition of Elias D. Pierce and Mary A. of Franklin Hosmer of Waterford District deen, Bragdon, Brooks, Dam, Deering, O.
THURSDAY, JAN. 21.
B. Pierce for divorce.
Dow, Frost, Goldthwait, Huff, Jones, L.
Senate.
The Hon. Isaac C. Bates of Massachusetts
to a seat in the House, reported a statement Littlefield, J. M. Littlefield. M’Donald,
That part of the message which relates to
appeared, and his credentials having been
TUESDAY, JAN. 26.
of facts which was read, and laid on the ta Paine, Rogers, Tuck, Tucker, &c.—126.
presented by Mr. Webster, he was duly qual
executive power, and the choosing of cer
Messrs. Ingalls, True and Barrell, were ble, and on motion of Mr. Andrews ordered
Nays—Messrs. Prime, &c.—39.
ified and took his sear.
tain officers by the people, was referred to joined to the committee of the House, on the to be printed.
The Prospective Pre-emption hill was ta
a joint select committee, consisting of Messrs. subject of abolishing all laws making any disPapers from the Senate were disposed of
FRIDAY, JAN. 22.
ken up on its third reading, and Mr. Critten
Sewall, Hammons, Weeks, Merrill «..I
and tinction on account of color.
in concurrence. House concurred in the
Resolve in relation to valuation returns, den moved to postpone its further discussion
The committee appointed to examine the i; reference of various unfinished business of
Shaw, on the part of the Senate.
was once read, and the amendment of the until Monday. This motion being opposed
That part of the message relating to the Treasurer’s Report, reported that they had I last session.
was negatived, 19 to 28. Mr. Crittenden then
Senate adopted.
N. E. Boundary, was referred to a joint se examined the books and vouchers, and found
Convention.
The Resolve provides that those valuation moved tore-commit it with instructions, up.
them
correct
—
and
also
suggested
that
some
lect committee, consisting of Messrs. Da additional compensation be allowed to the
The two branches met in convention, returns which have been transmitted by mail on which motion an animated debate ensued
veis, Williams, Parsons, Bennett and Eaton, Treasurer on account of extra services per and David Dunlap, Joseph H. Underwood, to the seat of Government, be taken from the between Messrs. Crittenden, Wright, Webon the part of the Senate.
formed by him—which report was accepted. Benjamin Bradford, William Singer and E Post Office at the expense of the towns to ster, Benton and others, and after sunset the
Senate adjourned.
That part of the message relating to wa
Messis Eaton, Hammons, Lowell, Lane, lias Dudley, Councillors, look and subscrib which they belong.
The whole subject, after debate, was laid
gering on elections, was referred to a joint Cutler, Williams and Freeman, were appoin ed the oaths of office in the usual form. The
FRIDAY, JAN. 22.
on the table.
select committee consisting of Messrs. Bur ted as the committee on the part of the Sen convention then separated.
The pre-emption land bill was debated
On
motion
of
Mr.
Paine,
the
committee
on
ate
to
apportion
the
State
for
Senators
and
bank, True, Ingalls, Goodwin and Sawyer,
Petitions presented and referred. — Wm. Executive Power was directed to inquire in during the chief part of the day’s session, by
Representatives.
on the part of the Senate.
A. Hayes et als. fora railroad through the to the expediency of electing the Reporter Messrs. Buchanan, Crittenden and Calhoun.
The Senate joined, on their part, Messrs.
Before the latter had finished his remarks
Western part of the Slate—John Ware el and Land Agent by the people.
Freeman, True and Shaw, to the joint se HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES. als. in relation to Slate road from Brighton
Petitions presented and referred—Of Jesse the Senate adjourned.
FRIDAY, JAN. 15.
lect committee on the Treasurer’s Report.
Howe et al. for reduction of representatives
to Moosehead Lake.
SATURDAY, JAN. 23.
and change of time of holding legislative ses
On motion of Mr. Lane, Ordered, that
Petitions presented and referred—of Ci
The debate on the pre emption land bill
sion.
the Messenger of the Senate be directed to ty Bank for remittance of tax upon its capiWEDNESDAY, JAN. 20.
was resumed. Mr. Calhoun concluded his
forward to each of the public journals in this j tai stock — of Maine Bonk tor reduction of
On motion of Mr. Buxton, the Valuation
speech, and Mr. Webster replied to it.
SATURDAY, JAN. 23.
State, one copy of each of the public docu-1 capital stock—of Wm. D. Lawrence et al. committee was empowered to employ a mes
The bill to promote the sale and settlement
ments ordered to be printed—and also fur for a bounty of $50 for the destruction of senger, to procure a room, &c. at the ex
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.
of the public lands in this Slate, (submitted
nish the several reporters for the public every wolf—of Wm. Butterfield et al. for pense oí the Slate.
TUESDAY, JAN. 19.
by Mr. Delesdernier) was read twice, laid on
journals, in the Senate, with a copy of each the repeal of the act incorporating the Coun
The House resolved itself into a committee
House joined to the Committee on the the table, and 600 copies ordered to be print
document printed.
ty of Aroostook —of Jonathan Norwood, Jr. best mode of raising a committee to appor ed.
of the whole on the state of the Union, on the
treasury note bill.
Papers relating to the unfinished business for a pension in consideration of wounds re tion Senators and Representatives., Messrs.
Mr. Barnard of New York, being entitled
of the last Legislature, were taken up and ceived in the Aroostook war — of Moses Hinkley of Bluehill, Steward of Anson, Ca
MONDAY, JAN. 25.
the floor, resumed his remarks from yes
referred to the appropriate committees. Ad Hubbard to be set off from Berwick to rey of Houlton, Dorrance of Portland, and
On motion of Mr. Otis of Hallowell, the to
terday, in opposition to the bill, and in favor
journed.
South Berwick—of John Jaques for com Richards of Ellsworth.
committee on Finance was instructed to in of either a direct loan or a duty upon wines,
quire into the expediency of a State tax, and silks, and other luxuries, imported from apensation for expenses during sickness in
C
onvention
.
MONDAY, JAN. 18.
they were also directed to report the sum in broad.
the Aroostook expedition.
At 11 o’clock the two branches met in
Communication from the Secretary of
The joint order yesterday introduced by Convention for the choice of Councillors, in their opinion necessary to be raised.
Mr. Evans, ofMaine, replied to Mr. Bar
Petition of Amasa Bryant and 98 others, nard,
State, communicating to the Legislature the Mr. Andrews, and passed, directing the ap
and advocated the bill as the only way
that
trial
by
jury
may
be
extended
to
every
place
of
Messrs.
Dane
and
Johnson,
declin

letter of Joseph Dane, Esq. declining the pointment of a Committee to receive peti
of settling the immediate demands against
human
being
whose
liberty
is
endangered,
ed.
the government.
office of Councillor.
tions, &c. relative to a reduction of repre
Messrs. Kimball and Marshall were de was presented, and on motion of Mr. Nelson
Order from the House, raising a commit sentatives and change of time of holding leg
referred to a joint select committee, consist
WEDNESDAY, JAN. 20.
tee to report the time, place and manner of islative sessions, was so amended as to re clared elected, [the particulars were publish ing on the part of the House, of Messrs, Nel
ed
last
week,]
and
the
convention
separat

The House resolved itself into a Commit
electing a Senator in Congress, for six years quire the appointment of one from each of
son of Guilford, Clifford of Sydney, Prescott
of Monmouth, Tripp of Harmony, and Dunn tee of the whole on the Stale of the Union,
from the third of March next—and the Sen the original counties on the part of the ed.
The motion of Mr. Carey to go into com of Portland. Petitions of Amasa Bryant et soon after the Reading of the Journal. Mr.
ate joined Messrs. Parsons, Goodwin and House. The House then appointed Messrs.
mittee of the whole on the currency, was ta als. of John Blanchard et als, in relation to Bell of Tennessee, spoke through the day in
Burbank.
Andrews of Turner, Gray of Bowdoinham,
slavery, were referred to the same commit examination of the situation of the Treasury
On motion of Mr. Parsons, the joint Paine of Sanford, Otis of Hallowell, Brad ken up.
and the necessities of the government.
tee.
Mr.
Carey
made
a
few
additional
remarks
standing committee on the Judiciary, was ley of Charleston, Hinckley of Bluehill,
Mr. Bell argued in reference to the whole
House
joined
to
the
committee
on
resolu

instructed to enquire into the expediency^ Fletcher of Skowhegan, Blake of Harrison, on the motion, and offered the following res tions of Vermont respecting one Presidential question of finance, economy, &c. He hop
appointing an additional Judge
Su
i ... of the
.
..  |j.iycjen ofRobbinston and White of Mont- olutions, which he moved to refer to the term, Messrs. Pillsbury of Bucksport, Hatch ed the present Administration would prevent
committee of the whole:—
preme Court.
of Dexter, Smith of Starks, Fletcher vf Lin the necessity for calling Congress together.
ville.
Resolved, That there is no provision in colnville, Severance of Augusta, Miller of It was necessary always for the Treasury to
On motion of Mr. Eaton, Ordered, that
have enough to meet a quarter’s payment in
the Constitution of the United States, for Hollis and Merrill of Cumberland.
Messrs. Eaton, Williams and Parsons, be a
SATURDAY, JAN. 16.
advance. Mr. B. showed a debt at the end of
the
establishment
of
a
National
Bank;
nor
committee, with such as the House may
Petitions presented and referred—Par
the present year of $8,500,000. He thought it
TUESDAY, JAN. 26.
join, to consider and report the best method ker McCobb et als. for incorporation for does that instrument confer any power upon
would be in point ol fact, twelve or fifteen
The
Report
of
the
committee
on
elections
Congress
to
issue
or
authorize
to
be
issued
of raising a committee to apportion the State Manufacturing cotton at Biddeford ; John
millions.
—
granting
leave
to
withdraw
to
the
several
by others, whether individuals or body cor
for Senators and Representatives.
Jaquith for remuneration of expenses incur
remonstrances against the claims to seats of
THURSDAY, JAN. 21.
Mr. Pike, from the committee who had red by sickness of his son in the Aroostook porate, paper money or any substitute for Messrs. Cunningham of Edgecomb, Bliss of
under consideration the petition of Glazier, expedition; Wm. Butterfield et als. of Wes the precious metals as currency.—And that Pownal and Cobb of Hebron — which had
It was resolved to devote one hour to the
Masters and Smith, and Daniel C. Stan ton for repeal of incorporation of County of although the Constitution gives to Congress been recommitted, was reported again with presentation of petitions. —Several were pre
wood, asking aid to publish a register, re Aroostook ; Oliver Crowell and 44 als. that the power to coin money and regulate the out amendment. The report was accept sented by members from Massachusetts, and
among others one was presented by Mr. Ad
ported a resolve, which was once read, and Banks may be compelled to restrict their value thereof, it as clearly denies to that body ed.
Mr. Paine of Sanford, by leave, laid upon ams, of the inhabitants of Alleghany county,
to-morrow at half past ten assigned for a circulation to the amount of specie in their the right to issue, or authorize the issue of
the table a bill entitled, an act additional to Pennsylvania, containing three prayers : 1st,
second reading.
vaults ; 41 inhabitants of Monroe for the paper money — in the provision which for an act establishing the Maine, New Hamp to abolish slavery in the District of Colum
bids
the
exercise
of
all
powers
not
granted.
same ; Mercantile Bank for a reduction of
bia ; 2d, to prohibit the international slave
TUESDAY, JAN. 19.
Resolved, That a National Bank is neith shire and Massachusetts Railroad Corpora trade ; and 3d, against the admission of any
its capital stock.
tion.
Order from the House appointing a valu
er necessary nor expedient. On the con
Mr. Bryant, by leave, introduced a Resolve State into the Union whose Constitution tol
ation Committee was passed in concurrence,
trary, we believe the existence of such an on the subject of French Spoliations prior to erates slavery. This gave rise to a discus
MONDAY, JAN. 18.
and Messrs. Pike, Sewall, Bennett, Parsons,
On motion of Mr. Chadbourne, Ordered, institution, with the powers that must ne the year 1800—requesting our Senators and sion which occupied the residue of the hour.
The House then went into committee on
Shaw and Bolster were joined on the part of that a joint committee be appointed to report cessarily be connected with it, would be dis Representatives to lay the subject before Con
the treasury note bill, which occupied the re
and
use
their
influence
to
procure
an
gress
the Senate.
astrous
to
the
people
;
and
dangerous
to
their
the time, place and manner of choosing a
appropriation to satisfy existing claims for mainder of the day’s session.
A communication was received from Senator to Congress, for the term commenc liberties.
Ralph C. Johnson, Esq. declining the office ing 4th of March next. Messrs. Chadbourne
And wheieas, we hold that neither the such spoliations. The Resolve by a rule of
FRIDAY, JAN. 22.
of Councillor, to which he had been elect of Eastport, Brooks of York, Lyman of general Government nor the State govern the House lies over one day.
The two Houses then met in convention,
The Treasury note bill was resumed in
ed by the Legislature.
Portland, Otis of St. George, and Severance ments, for the time being, possess the power and, preparatory messages having been ex Committee of the whole, and debated through
of
Augusta, were appointed on the part of to bind the will of the people through any changed through Mr. Blackstone of the the day by Messrs. Rhett of South Carolina,
WEDNESDAY, JAN. 20.
subsequent Congress or Legislature by any House, Mr. Marshall the Councillor elect and Nesbitt of Georgia.
the House.
Mr. Sewall, from Committee on Division
carne in and took and subscribed the necessa
On motion of Mr. Delesdernier, the order of their enactments.
SATURDAY, JAN,23.
of Towns, made a report on the petition of
Resolved, That if the present, or any fu ry oaths of office. He then retired and the
directing the appointment of a joint select
convention was dissolved.
Moses and John Hubbard directing order of
The
debate
on
the
Treasury
Note Bill was
ture
Congress
should
grant
a
charter
for
a
committee on the N. E. Boundary was ta
continued by Messrs. Thompson of Mississip
notice; also on petition of Jeremiah Foster
ken up and passed.—Messrs. Delesdernier Bank, or for any other purpose confer priv
The
Committee
to
prepare
a
State
Valua

pi, and Lane of Indiana.
and 116 others, directed order of notice.
of Baileyville. Bradley of Charlestown, ileges, derogatory to the interest, indepen tion has been announced. On the part of the
Mr. Parsons, from the joint select com
dence
or
well
being
of
the
people,
a
subse

Senate it consists of Messrs. Pike of Cumber
Washburn of Livermore, Gray of Bowdoin
Destruction of the Croton Dam.—Let
mittee for the purpose of fixing the time,
ham, McDonald of Limerick, Matthews of quent Congress would possess the right to land, Sewall of Lincoln, Bennett of York, ters were received in town last evening by
place and manner of choosing a United
Parsons
of
Penobscot,
Shaw
of
Somerset
and
repeal
or
annul
the
charters
or
privileges
so
Brunswick, Elliot of Knox and Otis of Hal
Bolster of Oxford. On the part of the House the Waler Commissioners, stating that about
States Senator, made a report fixing Thurs
lowell, were appointed on the part of the conferred.
of Messrs Tucker of Saco, Brooks of York, one half of the Croton Dam, which has been
day the 28th day of January, for the elec
Mr.
Chadbourne
moved
to
lay
the
whole
House.
Rich of Standish, Buxton of North Yarmouth, upwards of two years constructing, and was
tion by a concurrent vote of the two branch
Mr. Delesdernier called up the order of subject on the table. Agreed to.
Dorrance
of Portland, Prince of Buckfield, nearly completed last autumn, was carried aes—and the report was accepted.
Mr. Chadbourne called up the Resolve Green of Topsham, Carlisle of Booth bay, O- way by the freshet, which has been unprece
fered by Mr. Buxton, directing the Land
Agent to communicate certain information for the purchase and distribution of Maine tis of St. George, Deane of Gardiner, Hitch dented, and that the several mills below the
THURSDAY, JAN. 21
Register, and opposed its passage. It would ins of Waterville, Graves of Vienna, Lindsey dam have been also carried away, as has been
The Resolve under discussion when the as to the public lands, and the same was cost the State $600 a year by a rough esti of Norridgewock, Tyler of Weld, White of the new bridge crossing the river above the
passed.
Senate last adjourned relative to the pay
Monlville, Barrows of Camden, Nelson of dam, also erected by the Water Commission
Bill introduced by Mr. Otis of Hallowell, mate, which is the interest of $10,000.
Guilford, Bradley of Charleston, Burr of ers. We further understand that the three
ment of postage upon valuation returns,
Mr.
Dunn
of
Poland
was
surprised
at
the
for the election of County Commissioners,
bridges below the dam, one of which is cros
came up in order.
opposition to this resolve. He contended Brewer, Pilsbury of Bucksport, Richards sed by the New York and Albany post road,
After considerable discussion, the yeas Clerks of the Courts and County Attorneys that it is of public advantage, and he doubt of Ellsworth, Longfellow of Machias, and are destroyed.
by the people, was read twice, and on mo
Hayden of Robbinston.
and nays were called for on the question of
ed whether gentlemen would justify their
Several dwelling houses, both below and
passing the Resolve to be engrossed and the tion of Mr. Paine of Sanford, laid on the ta opposition in the eyes of their constituents.
above
the dam, have been carried away, and
ble and 300 copies ordered to be printed.
OU^The Judge of Probate of Somerset we regret to understand that three lives have
Resolve passed —14 to 10.
Mr. Bryant of Kennebunk opposed the County,
having
but
three
months
to
serve
be

On motion of Mr. Briant of Kennebunk, Resolve on account of the state of the treas
been lost. The flood came so rapidly, and
The Resolve relating to a Maine Regis
the expiration of his term, resigned a in the night, that persons escaped from their
ter came from the House, indefinitely post a message was sent to the Senate proposing ury. As at present situated, he thought, the fore
a convention of the two branches to-morrow Legislature ought to avoid all expenditures few days since, in order that Gov. Fairfield dwellings in their night clothes, and got into
poned.
might appoint a political favorite, and Charles
for security.
On motion of Mr. Pike, it was laid on at 11 o’clock, for the purpose of choosing a not absolutely indispensable. He believed Greene, of Athens was accordingly appoint trees
The country below the dam exhibited a
Councillor
in
place
of
Joseph
Dane
who
has
the table.
the Register would be beneficial to lawyers ed. The Somerset Journal says that as Mr. dismal scene of devastation. Fragments of
Notice ordered to present Legislature— declined that office. Senate nonconcurred. and business men, but not to the people at Greene has taken this office against what he houses, chairs, bedsteads, trunks, and other
knew to be the wishes of a large, very large furniture were floating down the stream, or
On petition of William A. Hayes et als. for A message was received from the Senate large.
majority of the people, and in a highly dis
proposing a convention on Wednesday at
a branch rail road.
Mr. Delesdernier moved indefinite post honorable, mean and sneaking manner, it thrown upon the inundated fields in promis
11 o’clock, and the House concurred.
ponement. The yeas and nays were order trusts that among the very first acts of the cuous confusion.—JV. Y. Express of 9th>
FRIDAY, JAN. 22.
House joined to the select committee on ed.
Legislature, after they get organized for busi
We undeastand that Henry M. Woods, for
Papers from the House, disposed of in con so much of the Governor’s message as re
The resolve was indefinitely postponed ness, will be the reguZafion of his salary.—If
merly a clerk in the Ellsworth Post Office in
currence.
lates to Executive patronage and the choice as follows :
a
man
is
mean
enough
to
take
an
office
in
the
this State, who was convicted nearly three
The Committee to which was referred an of County officers, Messrs. Otis of Hallow
way Mr. Greene has, he is altogether too ' years ago, of purloining money from the mad
YEAS.
order directing them to report the best mode ell, Paine of Sanford, Ludwig of Waldobo
York—Bartlett, Brackett, Bradeen, Brag- mean for the office, and his pay should be I and sentenced to ten years imprisonment, has
of raising a committee to apportion the State,
accordingly. We move to cut been pardoned by the President.—Jlrgus.
in its number of Senators and Representatives ro’, Barrows of Camden, Morrison of Sebec, don, Bryant, Dam, Deering, Dow, Frost, graduated
him down to $25 a year—this is more than
— Reported that a (Committee of twenty be Lindsey ol Norridgewock, Muzzey of Ban Goldthwait, Huff, Jones, L. Littlefield, J. he
Woods was liberated from jail last week,
deserves, we are aware, but w would be
raised, consisting of seven on the part of the gor, Babb of Westbrook, Holland of Canton M. Littlefield, M’Donald, Miller, Prime,
liberal with him the first year.—Bangor Cou but was immediately arrested on another
Senate, and one from each county on the and Ring of Lubec.
Tuck, Wentworth, &C.— 130.
charge, and is still detained in prison.—«^’
rier.
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I Mrs. Harrison.—A correspondent of a
I Providence paper, writing from Cincinnati,
/State of Maine.
aisd all diseases of the Unisys.
IN SENATE.
¡says:—“Mrs. Harrison has for many years
J
an u.a r y 12, 1841.
VEGETABLE PULMONARY BALWEDNESDAY, JAN. 27.
SATURDAY, JANUARY 30, 1841.
Jived in great retirement, and I am informed
_____ ________
JL SAM is believed to be deservedly the most
A communication was received from In __sket?
_ Hihi^-iîv
__ _ ^'^Shp
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ea
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t
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e
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onora
n
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House
of
Reprepopular Medicine ever known in America, for
Maine Senator.—We are happy to learn, crease S. Kimball, Esq. accepting the office j visited
lady of"most
exe’m"
sitea this city.
citv. She
fehe is
is aa ladv
of most oxom. ,.
. z.
coughs, colds, asthma or phthisic, consumption,
from the Portland Advertiser, that the Hon. of Councillor to which he had been elected. 1 plary
J------ r -,:feelings,
. . character_ ----------of strong domestic
whooping cough, and Pulmonary affections of
and warm, glowing piety. She is much ah- !
..^SSem e
every kind.
George Evans was wnanirnowsZy nominated
IN
HOUSE.
sorbed
in
the
care
of
her
numerous
family,
I
petition
of
sundry
inhabitants
of
The Vegetable Pulmonary Balsam has been
for United States Senator, for the term com
and much attached to the old homestead:! . . South-Berwick, Berwick, North-Ber- very extensively used for about twelve years ;
mencing on the 4ih of March next, by the
The Valuation Committee0reported that a«d it is probable she wiirconflnuT to TiTke i ^'ck a”d__Eliob tha County of York and and its reputation has been constantly increasing.
So universally popular has this article become
whig members of the Legislature, at a meet the Committee need the assistance of ten i North Rend the
ue place
piace of
oi ner
residence
» J
.—
her ™s'l
dence most |r rp“
that it may now be considered as a standard arti
a Rai1 Roa<1’ beginning at the line ot
ing held on Tuesday evening last. The e- Clerks, and that they should be employed i °C......
Rie t’n?0,The
’ honors of the White House !
it is supposed, by one ofi 'J1ie
New-Hampshire, at a point near cle in a large part of the United States and Brit
ilisn
lection took place on Thursday.—Mr. Evans under the direction of the Committee, at $2 will be dispensed,
Provinces. Many families keep it constantly
her
daughters.
”
....................................................
Great-r
alls,
in said Berwick, thence extend- ish
by them, considering it the most safe as well as
has, for several years, represented the Ken a day.
ing
South
Easterly,
through
the
South
West__________
_
______
,n
g
Mr. Bryant of Kennebunk moved that the
certain remedy for the above complaints. The
nebec and Somerset Congressional district, report be not accepted. He said here are
Gen. Harrison has thrown some of the t®,n P1'1
gaK‘ tow,i of Berwick to South Proprietors have received, and are receiving
w!c 1 'ie,lce-®Ollth Easterly in said South numerous recommendations from many of our
in the House of Representatives, in a manner nearly 200 Representatives, and they ought fashionable society at Washington into the
highly creditable to himself and satisfactory to perform these duties without calling in utmost consternation by declaring that he I Rei W1C^’4J1'1 R s‘la“ strike the Portland, best Physicians, who make use of it in their prac
other persons. Why not hire men to come shall continue to get up at four o’clock in the ^aco ana Portsmouth Rai! Road, at the near- tice. The names of a few individuals who have
to his constituents.
intersection with said Rail-Road given their testimony in favor of this article are
in here and do all our duties, and stay at morning, eat his dinner at 12, and go to bed i ?sc
Mr. Evans’ elevation to the distinguished home ourselves ? How will it sound abroad at nine, let who will be present. The fash-South-Berwick, from the place of begin- here subjoined, and for a more full account see
of four
a*- Great Falls, being
beinrr a distance «r
inm. the envelope to the bottle.
station of U. S. Senator will meet the hearty that we have to employ other persons to do ionable hour for dinner is now five or six in ning, at
miles,
ascertained
by
actual
survey,
would
be Doqt. Amory Hunting, | Doct. Samuel Morrill,
approbation of the whig party in this State ; our duties ? He thought the members might the afternoon, and supper at eleven or twelve
“ TrumanAbell,
“ Timothy Baylies,
of
great
public
utility,
inasmuch
as
it
will
“ Thomas Biown,
<l Jere. Ellsworth,
and while thus showing their high estimation perform all this work in their leisure hours. at night.—Ren. Jour.
open
a
direct
communication
by
Rail
Road,
Mr. Otis of Hallowell was opposed to em
*• WilliamPerry,
“ Albert Guild.
of his talents, industry and experience, they ploying ten Clerks as in 1831, to perform all
between
the
large
Manufacturing
EstablishAN INTERESTING CASE.
Crowding of Newspapers.—The Troy
have an ample guarantee, in his past political the labor of making the Valuation. This Daily Whig was an old and respectable whig!( ments of South-Berwick, Salmon Falls and Extract of a letter from Mr. C. S. Clay, Kingston,
Great Falls, with the cities of Portland in the
Ulster County, N. Y., to the proprietors :
services, that he will do honor to the State course he considered altogether wrong. But newspaper in Troy, to which, some Whigs State of Maine, and of Boston in the Com
Yours of the 9th inst. was duly received. A
he
had
no
doubt
clerks
might
be
employed
thinking
this
was
not
enough
to
answer
their
and the country—prove a faithful, able and el
to advantage in adding up columns of figures wishes, added the Troy Daily Mail, an active monwealth of Massachusetts, and also great remarkable cure was effected by the Vegetable
oquent advocate and defender of the rights at times when the committee are exhausted and spirited newspaper, to be sure, but which ly facilitate the travel between those cities Pulmonary Balsam, in the Winter and Spring of
1835. The person, Mr. Moody, had been sick a
and interests of the people.
by their labors. If by this means, a single the projectors could not sustain without loss, and the northerly sections of New-Hampshire long time with the consumption. His physician
day of the session is saved, it will be a saving and it has therefore been abandoned. In the and Vermont, to and from the State of had given him up.- He was reduced so low as to
U. S. Senate.—We learn from the Nation of expense to the State, for the pay of the meantime, the Whigs have Deen dividing Maine.
be unable to help himself, and was raising a
Whereupon, your petitioners humbly pray, large
quantity of blood, when he commenced
al Intelligencer, that, in conformity to usage, clerks he proposed would not probably a- their patronage between the two, to the detri that
they,
and
their
associates
and
assigns
the Balsam, which effected a complete cure
the Executive has summoned the Senate of ! mount to more than 150 or $200. Mr. O. ment ot both. From such examples, occur may be incorporated into a Company, for the using
and
he
is now as hale and hearty as ever he was.
moved to amend the report so as to allow the ring frequently, we (rust green hands in the
the United States to meet at the Capitol, for the committee to employ six clerks at such a newspaper business will learn the tolly of di purpose of locating and constructing a Rail- Mr. Moody has removed from this town, but he
the transaction of business—(“ being of course times as they rnay have work for them to do, viding the patronage and support of the com Road, as above described, by the name of the has promised me a more detailed account of his
Great Falls and South-Berwick Branch Rail case, which I will forward you. C. S. CLAY.
of an executive character, connected with a. a compensation not exceeding $1 50 per mon friends of a party. When People are Road.
Kingston, N. Y, June 25, 1838.
W. A. HAYES,
day.
not
satisfied
with
an
old
newspaper
establish

the commencement of a new administration,
Argyle, Nova Scotia.
and
23
others.
ment,
the
best
move
they
can
make
is
to
buy
Mr. Bryant believed that this practice of
Tn the winter of 1837 and 1838, 1 was seized
the formation of a new Cabinet, &c.”) on the employing clerks ought not to be encouraged. it out, and not attempt a new one.—,V. K
with a violent cough which continued two or
STATE OF MAINE.
4th of March next.
He was surprised that among so many mem Express.
three months My cough was so severe that I
The
Committee
on
Rail-Roads
and
Canals,
bers there were not found enough to make
was obliged to sit up in bed two or three hours
MAINE~TEMPERANCE UNION.
to which was referred the petition ot William during the night, and 1 was much reduced in
The President Elect.—A correspondent the Valuation. He would have no objection
A.
Hayes
and
others,
praying
that
they
may
flesh and strength and my appetite gone. One
The Annual Meeting of this Society will
of the Intelligencer, under date of Cincinna to an amendment enabling the committee to
be held in Augusta, on TUESDAY the sec be incorporated into a Company for the pur of my neighbors had a bottle of the Vegetable
ti, January 17, states that the proprietors of employ clerks from amongst the members ond day of February next, at ten o’clock in pose of building a Branch Rail-Road from Pulmonary Balsam, which he would not sell.
without expense to the State. He moved in
the New-Hampshire fine, near Great Falls, He however loaned it to me till I could procure
the new and splendid steamer Benjamin definite postponment.
the forenoon.
him another. I experienced immediata relief
All.Temperance Societies are entitled to in Berwick, to the nearest point of intersec from
Franklin have tendered to General Harrison
[Messrs. Chadbourne, Andrews, Otis, Deles
it. The first opportunity I had I procured
tion with the Portsmouth and Portland Railthe use of their boat, to carry him as far as dernier and Burr of Brewer advocated the re send Delegates, and the friends of Tempe Road, have had the same under considera more of it, and to the use of it I ascribe the presrance generally are invited to attend.
of my life.
JAMES W. LENOX.
Pittsburg on his way to Washington. He solve. The motion to amend was rejected
tion and ask leave to report that the petition er vation
H. K. BAKER, Recording Secretary.
Dec. 17, 1838.
ers
cause
an
attested
copy
of
this
petition
has accepted their kind offer, and was to by a large majority.]
January, 14, 1841.
with this order thereon to be published in the
COUNTERFEITS.
BEWARE OF IMPOSITION !
leave Cincinnati on the 26th inst., accompan
Convention.
Kennebunk Gazette, and also cause a copy
YORK CO. TEMP. SOCIETY.
Each genuine bottle is enclosed in a blue
ied by several of his personal and political
of the said petition and order to be served wrapper, on which is a label, signed by Sampson
--------- ooo--------The two branches met in convention, for
friends. He will probably reach the seat of the purpose of electing a Slate Treasurer.
The annual meeting of the above Socie upon the Clerks of the towns of Berwick, Reed. NONE OTHER CAN BE GENU
Government in the course of the next week. Messrs. Eaton, Merrill and Sawyer of the ty, will be held at ALFRED, on Tuesday South-Berwick and Eliot, said publication INE.
[LFThe outside Yellow Label will have, on
Senate, and Tyler, Dorrance, Fogg and Long evening, February 9th, for the choice of and notices to be made twenty days at least
Virginia Senator.—The Legislature of fellow, of t he House, were appointed to re- officers, &c.—An Address may be expected, before the third Wednesday of February and after December 1839, in addition to that of
next, that all persons may then appear and Sampson Reed, the signature of Wm. John Cut
Virginia, on the 18th inst., elected William ceive, sort and count the votes, They report- by the Rev. Mr. Freeman of Limerick.
, one of his partners.
shew
cause, ifany they have, why the prayer ler
January
30,
1841.
ed
as
follows
:
C. Rives a Senator in Congress, to fill the
The great celebrity of the Vegetable Pulmo
of
said
petition
should
not
be
granted.
nary Balsam has been the cause for attempts to
Whole number of votes
204
place rendered vacant by the expiration of
ELIJAH P. PIKE, Chairman.
introduce spurious articles, which by partially
Necessary to a choice
Temperance iWeetings.
103
bis former term. The term for which he is
assuming
the name of the genuine, are calcula
In Senate, January 21, 1841.
Sanford Kingsbery had
103
Meetings on the subject of Temperance
ted to mislead and deceive the public. Among
chosen will expire on the 4ih of March 1845.
Read
and
accepted,
—
sent
down
for
con

Daniel Williams had
98
will be held in this town—
these mixtures are the “ American Pulmonary
currence.
John Otis
In the Senate, Mr. Rives received 16 votes ;
1
Balsam,” “ Vegetable Pulmonary Balsamic Syr
At the School-House near Col. Wake
DANIEL
SANBORN,
Secretary.
J.
Chadbourne
1
the Van Buren votes were also 16 in number
up,” “ Pulmonary Balsam,” “ Carter’s Com
field’s, in Alewive, on Tuesday evening next,
House
of
Representatives,
January
21,
Wm. Delesdernier
1
pound Pulmonary Balsam,” and others. Pur
and were divided between three candidates.
February 2. Address by Rev. Mr. Cressey.
1841, Read and concurred —
chasers should enquire for the true article by its
Mr. Paine of Sanford, was charged with a
In the Village, at the Meeting-House of the
In the House of Delegates, Mr. Rives receiv
GEO.
C.
GETCHELL,
Clerk.
whole name—THE VEGETABLE PULMO
message to Increase S. Kimball, Councillor second Parish, on Friday7 evening, February
A true copy of the petition and order there NARY BALSAM, and see that it has the marks
ed 69 votes ; the Van Buren candidates 63. elect, informing him that the two branches 5. Address by Rev. Mr. Cressey. The
and signatures of the genuine.
Committees of the two Houses were appoint-1 have met in convention for the purpose of Constitution of a “ Juvenile Temperance So on.—Attest,
Each bottle and seal is stamped “ Vegetable
GEO. C. GETCHELL, Clerk.
ed to meet and count the votes, who declar- ; qualifying h>»i. Mr. Kimball accordingly ciety” will be presented at this meeting. The
Pulmonary Balsam.”
January 26, 1841.
.
i
.
.
.
.
,
.
t
came
m
and
subscribed
the
usual
oaths
of
ofpeculiar
advantages
resulting
from
the
for

[TFOne more Counterfeit, besides tho
e<l the result in both branches to be as fol- ' fice The conventSon separated.
mation of such associations will form a prom KENNEBUNK SOCIAL LIBRARY. “ American Pulmonary Balsam,” and others
lows: Rives (whig) 85 ; others (V. B.) 79.
Mr. Delesdernier called up the report of inent topic of the address^
-------- ooo-------above alluded to !—An attempt has been made to
the Valuation Committee, proposing to em
Majority for Mr. Rives 6.
At the Cat-Mousarn School-House, on Sat HPHE annual meeting of the proprietors of deceive the public by a spurious mixture called
ploy ten clerks, at a compensation not ex- urday evening, February 6. Address by
“
Vegetable Pulmonary Balsam,” sometimes
the “ Kennebunk Social Library” will be
Georgia.—An election has been recently ceeding $2 a day, the question being on Mr. Rev. Mr. Harris.
held at the Bookstore, on Monday, Februa signed Samuel Lee and sometimes Sampson
Lee—said to be prepared by an unprincipled
held in Georgia, for the choice of a member Clifford’s motion that the committee employ
Exercises, at the several meetings, will ry Isi, at 2 o’clock in the afternoon, for the man in Bangor, Me. The name is written in
I
such
number
as
they
find
absolutely
necessa

of
officers
and
the
transaction
of
such
choice
commence at £ past 6.
of Congress to fill the vacancy occasioned by
way to resemble the genuine signature, and is
other business as may properly come before aa most
N. K. SARGENT, Secretary of Com.
foul attempt to deceive the public and
the resignation of Mr. Colquit (V. B.) The ry-The amendment was negatived without a
them.
D. REMICU, Clerk.
avoid the punishment that awaits actual forgery.
election was through the State and resulted count.
Kennebunk,
Jan.
.16,
1841.
For sale by REEL), WING & CUTLER,
HYMENEAL.
The motion to postpone indefinitely was
in the choice of Mr. Hines Holt (whig) by
(late Low & Reed) wholesale dealers in Drugs,
negatived
by
the
following
vote.
MEBICIWES.
Medicines, Paints and Dye Stuffs, No. 54 Chat
MARRIED —In this town, on Tuesday eve
a majority of about 6000 votes.
-------- 0-0-0--------Yeas — York—Messrs. Brackett, Bragdon, ning last, by Rev. Mr. Cressey, William B.
ham Street, Boston, and by Druggists and coun
UST
received,
at
the
MONUMENT
Bryant,
Dam,
Deering,
Dow,
Huff,
Jones,
J.
try merchants generally in New England, and in
Sewall, Esq., Counsellor at Law, to Miss Ma
Mississippi.—The Legislature of Missisthe principal places throughout the United States
SHOP, a fresh supply of
M. Littlefield, Rogers, &c.—64.
ria M. Gillpatrick, daughter of the late Mr.
sippi met on the 5th ult. In the House the
and
British Provinces. Price 50 cents.
R
ichard
G
illpatkick
.
Nays— York—Bradeen, Goldthwait, Kim
DRUGS & MEDICINES.
In Newfield, Dec. 27, Mr. John Merron to Miss
For sale by
whig candidate for Speaker succeeded by a ball, L. Littlefield, M’Donald, Miller, Paine,
I
have
neither
Rum,
Gin
or
Brandy,
to
sell
DANIEL REMICH.
majority of 4 votes, and the whig candidate Prime, Tuck, Tucker, Wentworth, &c.—103. Lydia Merrow. Jan. 3, 1841. Mr. Christopher for a Medicine, and never keep it for any oth
C. Whitehouse to Miss Lucy Knox.—Mr. Charles
September 4, 1840.
The report was accepted.
er use.
SAMUEL JORDAN.
for Clerk by a majority of 3 votes.
Creener to Miss Betsey Dunnels.
Bill additional to establish Maine, New
Kennebunk, Jan. 30, 1841.
In Limington, Mr. Hezekiah B. Lewis, to
YANKEE FARMER—-VOLUME YII.
Louisiana Senator.—The two branches Hampshire and Massachusetts Railroad Cor Miss Nancy C. Sanborn.— Mr. William Staples
A
NEW VOLUME COMMENCING SATURDAY, JAN
poration, was read twice and to-morrow as of Limerick, to Miss Louis Davis of Newfield.
NO TICE.
of the Legislature of Louisiana, in Conven signed.
-------- OOO-------UARY 2, 1841.
In Lebanon, Mr. William Knight of Southtion, on the 11th inst. made choice of Alex
Berwick, to Miss Cordelia Gowell of Sanford.
HE connexion existing between the sub
ESIDES
the
usual variety on the sub
ander Barrow (whig) as a Senator in Con
scriber and the Messrs. Huses of New
APPOINTMENTS,
jects of Agriculture, Horticulture, Ru
OBITUARY
buryport,
in
Massachusetts,
known
as
the
gress for that State, for six years from the
By the Governor.
ral and Domestic Economy, Useful Arts, and
“Shapleigh Iron Company,” is Miscellaneous
James Crosby of Bangor, and Wm. Willis
4th of March next. Barrow received 36
DIED—In Kennebunk-port, 22d inst. Mrs. EReading, the Farmer will con
dissolved
from
this
date.
tain
votes and Nicholas (the present incumbent— of Portland, to be Bank Commissioners, in liza Taylor, widow of the late Mr. Jonas Tay
EDWARD WINSLOW.
place of Wm. D. Williamson and Atwood lor, aged 24 years.
MONTHLY AGRICULTURAL REPORTS
V. B.) 30.
Boston, January 1, 1841.
Levansaler.
In this town, on Tuesday last, a child of Capt.
from different sections of the country, show
Samuel Thatcher, Jr. of Bangor, Neal Lewis Wormwood, aged 6 years.
PROTESTS WOTICISTI
Pennsylvania.—The Legislature of Penn Dow of Portland, William H. Pope of Meing the supply, demand, and price of agricul
In Portland, Mrs. Almira A., wife of Alvah
-------- ooo----- --tural produce, the state of the market, the
sylvania has instructed the Senators and re chisses, and Hannibal Belcher of Farming Conant, Esq. aged 37 years.
E regret to be under the necessity of prospect of crops, that farmers, dealers and
In Berwick, on the 6th inst. George, sun of
quested the Representatives in Congress, from ton, to be his Aids-de-Camp.
Timothy Wentworth, of Typhus fever.
once more reminding our Country consumers may learn the prospect for future
that State, to vote for a bill providing for a dis
In Saco, 15th, Mrs. Dianah, wife of Capt. Aa
subscribers that we are in want of Cash prices,
and
and have some data by which to
By the Governor and Council.
ron Leavitt, aged 41 years. 17th, Mr. Moses Wood. We would now say to them, that, judge when and how it is proper to sell and
tribution of the proceeds of the public lands a
Daniel Goodenow, Attorney General.
Grace, aged 52 years.
unless they immediately attend to paying
mong the several Slates, in the ratio of their
Elijah L. Hamlin, Land Agent.
In Biddeford, Jan. 2, Joseph Dyer, aged 48 the balances due, their demands will be put buy.
This new feature will render the Farmer
federal representative population, under the
*lgnatius Sargent of Calais, Register of years.
in suit, without further notice. We shall re highly valuable to Dealers and Consumers as
In Boston, 16th inst. Samuel Williams, Esq.
census of 1840. And, also, to vote “ for such Probate, Washington Co.
gret the necessity of resorting to such a
*Simeon B. Lowell of Mechisses, Clerk formerly an eminent banker in London, aged 81 course, and sincerely hope they will obviate well as to Farmers, as no other paper in the
remodification or adjustment of the Tariff as
country contains information of this kind.
years. Mr. Williams has been for several years
of Courts, Washington Co.
it by ¿»iniei/ia/e attention to this call.
past a resident of B.
Postmasters are authorized agents. So is
may increase the revenue derived from im
JAMES K. REMICH.
In Saco, 23d ult. Miss Martha, daughter of
any other person who will forward names
ports equal to the wants of the National Gov NOMINATIONS TO THE COUNCIL.
Mr. Alexander Watson, aged 17 years.
Kennebunk Gazette Office, ?
with the money. The sixth copy gratis to
ernment, so that at no time hereafter, under
By the Governor.
In Limerick, Mrs. Sarah Harper, aged 92
January 28, 1841.$
CHARLES P. BOSSON.
agents.
years,
widow
of
Samuel
Harper,
Esq.
late
ofL.
Jos. Smith, Cumberland, Sheriff, Cumber
any pretext whatever, shall any money aris
Boston, Jan. 2.
On
board
ship
Arno,
on
her
passage
from
Ha

NOTICE.
ing from the sales of the public lands be us land Co.
Alvah Sweetsir, Falmouth, Register of vana to Philadelphia, from immoderate use of
KEG,—marked White Lead,—was left
NOTICE
ed by the General Government.”
fruit,
Alexander
Webber
of
Kennebunk,
and
Probate, Cumberland Co.
at the Store of the subscribers, during
The Legislature of North Carolina has
♦Charles J. Abbott, Castine, County At Stephen Spaulding, seamen.
the past Fall, and the owner is requested to S hereby given that the subscribers have
been appointed by the Judge of Probate,
adopted resolutions of a like import. So, al torney, Hancock Co.
WM. LORD & Co.
take it away.
for York county, Commissioners to receive
SHIP
NEWS.
Augustus
B.
Perry,
Sullivan,
Sheriff,
Han

Kennebunk,
Jan.
30,
1841.
so, has that of Kentucky.
and examine the claims of the several credi
cock Co.
KENNEBUNK, JANUARY 30, 1841.
tors to the estate of
Joseph S. Rice, Ellsworth, Register of Pro
NOTICE
Several of our friends have informed us
GEORGE W. ANDREWS,
memoranda.
bate, Hancock Co.
S
hereby
given
that
WILLIAM
PHIL

that a certain individual, in this village, has
Sid. from Cadiz, Nov. 22d, Swiss Boy, Blais
Henry W. Millet, Norway, Sheriff, Oxford
late
of
Berwick,
deceased.—-And that they
LIPS
and
JOHN
BROWN,
both
of
dell, Malaga.
been industriously circulating reports, tend Co,
Kittery, in the county of York, traders, andwill be in session at the office of Charles N.
At Havana, 2d inst. brig Elizabeth, Gillpat
Benj. P. Gilman, Sebec, Sheriff, Piscata rick, for Boston, next week.
ing to prejudice some of our Whig brethren
joint partners under the name of Phillips &, Cogswell, in South-Berwick, for that pur
against us, as to our political stability towards quis Co.
Ar. at Deal, 26th ult. Riga, Williams, London, Brown have this day assigned to the sub pose, on the last Saturdays of this and the
Barnabas Bursley, Sangerville, Register of (and sailed for Havana.)
scribers all their estate, both real and person four following months, at two of the clock
the party. If there are those among us who Probate, Piscataquis Co.
CHARLES N. COGSWELL.
Ar, at New-Orleans, 7th, barque Finland, al, for the benefit of all such of their credi P. M.
will listen to the malignant assertions of our
Joseph Stanley, Farmington, Sheriff, (new) Williams, hence ; sch. Elizabeth, Merrill, tors as shall become parties to the said as
CHARLES E. NORTON.
hence. Below, 12th, brig Perseverance, Burn signment, which may be found at the Store
South-Berwick, Dec. 22, 1840.
sworn enemy—a man who has asserted that Franklin Co.
*James Butterfield, Farmington, County ham, from Alexandria.
of Robert F. Gerrish, in Kittery.
“ all is fair in politics,” and that he considers
Ar. at Apalachicola, previous to 13th, brig
JVWTJTCB.
Commissioner, Franklin Co.
JOHN L. LAWRENCE, ? . .
it right to use any means to destroy a man’s
John Read, Westbrook, Inspector of Beef Horace, White, Hamburg.
ROBERT F. GERRISH, $ Ass,g«eesHE
subscriber
having contracted with
Ar. at Havana, 5th, brig Lima, Nason, hence.
reputation, for the purpose of destroying his and Pork.
the town of Wells for the support of
Kittery, Jan. 6, 1841.
influence,—so be it. We cannot descend to
the poor of said town, for one year commen
Wmd- MEETING !
*The four gentlemen, whose names are thus
MMNdCS FOES.
cing in September last, and having made am
the littleness of contradicting such improba marked,
were appointed, or nominated, to offi-------------OOO------------HE Democratic Whig voters of Ken
ple provision for their maintenance, forbids
ble reports. After thirty years defence and ces, in which there existed vacancies.
nebunk, are hereby requested to meet ■OOSTON ALMANAC for 1841. all persons harboring or trusting them on his
(C
support of Whig principles, and standing as
JO Cultivator’s “
at the
account or on account of the town, as he will
Resumption.—According to present apuptown haljl3xo
Brown’s (with memorandum)
a target on the Watch-tower of Liberty to be
pay no bills for their support.
ENOCH GOODALE.
shot at by those claiming the name of dem pearances all the solvent Banks in Maryland, in this village, on Monday the first day of Feb Thomas’ Farmer’s
ruary next, at six o’clock in the evening, for Temperance
Wells, Jan. 15, 1840.
Virginia
and
Georgia
will
resume
specie
ocrats, for any one to be influenced by the
the purpose of selecting some suitable person Miniature
ot February.
assertions of this subject of evil passions and payments on the 1st _____
F dPE Mt
People’s
to fill the office of Post-Master forthetown
-------- ooo-------- of Van Burenistn, is beyond our conception
number of Revolution- for four years Berthe term of the present in- Crockett’s
Pensioners.—■The
1
CASE low priced ruled Writing and Letand too degrading to merit explanation. We ary pensioners, under the act of March 18, ; cumbent shall have expired.—A punctual at Comic
eM ter PAPER, for sale by
Old American Comic
tendance is requested.
would only say beware of“ wolves in sheep’s 1818, is now 7,947. The list has numbered
DANIEL REMICH.
For sale by
D. REM ICH.
Per order of Town Whig Committee,
clothing.”
Kennebunk, Jan. 9,1841.
i Kennebunk, Jan. 16,1841.
over 20,000.
Kennebunk, Jan. 1,1841.
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THE RESURRECTION,

Court of Probate held at Alfred, wdhrn BRANDRETH’S PILES. J EW D AVI D’S O R H E
OR
d for the County of York, on the first
hrst MonMon-\| a VEGETABLE and Universal Medicine
BREW P L A
1
and'for
PERSIAN PILLS.
poetry
proved
by
the
experience
of
thousands
to
-------- 000_-------of
our
Lord
(
---------—
--------day in January, in the year of our Lord
I _
_______.1
œ < ïM
when properly
persevered
with, a certain
peculiarities of this Chemical Cotn
(T^In
order
that
this
valuable medicine
eighteen hundred and forty-one, by„ the Hon. be,
[From the Sailor’s Magazine.]
cure in every form of the Only One Disease, ¡
pound are owing to its extraordinary should not be counterfeited, we have a plate
WM. A. HAYES, Judge of said Court: all having the same origin, and invariably arise |
THE REFINER.
WTAHUM MORRELL, guardian of David from the UNIVERSAL ROOT of all disease, '’ effects upon the animal fibre or nerves, lig- representing a Persian scene, that is stru®k on
£. Austin, a minor and child of David namely IMPURITY or IMPERFECT circula- ! •aments and muscles ; its virtues being car- each bill, one of which accompanies each box.
“ He shall sit as a refiner and purifier of sil- JL1
ried by them to the immediate seat of dis We deem it unnecessary to publish a long list
S. Austin, late of North Berwick, in said tion of the BLOOD.
ver."—Malachi, chap, hi, v. 3.
# 1
or of pain and weakness.
of Certificates, as they will neither add to nor
county, deceased, having presented his first
in a period of little more than three years in ease,
i
'Tis sweet to know that he who tries
However good any internal remedy may diminish the virtues of this admirable com
account of guardianship of his said ward for the United States, thev have restored to a state of
The silver, takes his seat
health and enjoyment over ONE HUNDRED be
| this, as an external application, will prove pound. ^¿3)
allowance :
Beside the fire that purifies,
ORDERED—That the said guardian THOUSAND persons, who were given over as .a powerful auxiliary in removing the dis
Superior to the Hygean, Brandreth s, Ev
Lest too intense a heat
Rais’d to consume the base alloy,
give notice to all persons interested, by caus incurable by physicians of the first rank and ease and facilitating the cure in cases of Lo ans’, Tomato, the Matchless (priced) Sana
(
Inflammation, Scrofulous Affections, tive, or any other Pills or Compound before
The precious metal too destroy.
ing a copy of this order to be published; standing, and in many cases when every other cal
had been resorted to in vain.
King’s Evil, Gout, Inflammatory and Chron the public, as certified to by Physicians and
three weeks successively in the Kennebunk remedy
In all cases of Pain or Weakness, whether it ic Rheumatism, and in all cases where seated
’Tis good to think that well he knows
Gazette, printed at Kennebunk, in said coun i be chronic or recent, whether it be deafness or
otjiers.—Let none condemn them until they
The silver’s power to bear
ty, that they may appear at a Probate Court to (pain
i
have tried them, and then we are certain
in the side, whether it arise from constitu pain or weakness exists.
The ordeal to which it goes,
A gentleman travelling in the South of they will not.
be held at South Berwick, in said county, on tional
.
or from some immediate cause, whether
And that, with skill and care,
the first Monday of February next, at ten of it be from internal or external injury, it will be Europe and Palestine, in 1830, heard so
It is now a settled point with all who have
He’ll take it from the fire when fit.
the clock in the forenoon, and shew cause, if cured by persevering in the use of these P.l,s. much said in the latter place in praise of used the Vegetable PERSIAN PILLS, that
With his own hands to polish it.
any they have, why the same should not be
This great principle of “PURGL1NG
in Jew David’s Plaster ; and of the (as he con they are pre-eminently the best and most ef
But, oh ! how much of earthly mould,
sickness is beginning to be appreciated. It is sidered) miraculous cures it had performed, ficacious FAMILY MEDICINE that has yet
allowed.
Dark relics of the mine,
found much more convenient to take an occa that he was induced to try it on bis own been used in America. If every family could
Attest, Wm Cutter Allen, Register.
Purg’d from the ore, must he behold !
sional dose of half a dozen Pills, and be always person, for a Lung and Liver Affection, the become acquainted with their Sovereign pow
A true copy,—Attest,
How long shall he refine,
well, than to send for a Doctor and be bled, removal of which had been the chief object er over disease, they would keep them and
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
Ere, in the silver, he can trace
blistered, and salivated—with the certainty that of his journey, but which had resisted the
January 13.
be prepared with a sure REMEDY to apply
The least resemblance of his face ?
if you aré not killed, you will be sure to have
months of miserable weakness, and the only one genial influence of that balmy and delicious on the first appearance of disease, and then
At
a
Court
of
Probate
holden
at
Alfred,
within
’Tis blessedness to feel that he
climate.
how much distress would be avoided and
and for the County of York, on the first Mon who is benefitted is your Doctor. Look at thei
The piece he has begun
He accordingly applied a plaster on the money saved, as well as the lives of thousands
difference
between
the
appearance
of
those
two
day of January, in the year of our Lord
Will not forsake, till he can see
—one has been treated by your regular right side of the chest, where the pain was who are hurried out of time by neglecting
(To prove his work is done)
eighteen hundred and forty-one, by the Hon. persons
practitioner—see how pale and debilitated he1 seated, another between the shoulders, and disease in its first stages, or by not being in
An image bv its brightness shown—
WILLIAM A. HAYES, Judge of said is, see how the shadow of death throws his1 one over the region of the liver. In the possession of a remedy which they can place
The perfect image of his own.
Court :
so’lilary glance from his emaciated countenance,1 mean time, he drank freely of an herb tea
upon.
N the petition of Esther Bean, admims- see how he trembles in every limb ; his eyes1 of laxative qualities. He soon found his dependence
Thou Great Refiner
Sit thou by,
(rj^AII who wish to guard against sickness,
tratix
oi
the
estate
of
Enoch
Bean,
late
sunk
;
his
teeth
destroyed
—
his
constitution,
Thy promise to fulfil.
’ health improving : and in a few weeks his should use the PERSIAN PILLS freely,
perhaps,
irrevocably gone—yet, just hear how cough left him, the sallowness of his skin disof Sanford, in said county, deceased, rep

Moved by the hand beneath thine eye,
when needed ; no injury can ensue, if used
the
Doctor
arrogates
to
himself
credit.
He
resenting
that
the
personal
estate
of
said
de

And melted at thy will,
’ appeared, his pain was removed, and his from youth to old age, when taken according
says,
£c
most
inveterate
case
of
Liver
com

ceased is not sufficient to pay the just debts
Oh may the work forever shine,
. health became perfectly reinstated.
to the directions.
Reflecting beauty fair as thine 1
which he owed at the time of his death, by plaint”—“ nothing but the most energetic reme
Since that time he has been recommend0^Call for the bill that accompanies each
dies
saved
him.
”
Energetic
measures!
i.
e.
the sum of six hundred dollars, and praying
Mercury and Bleeding, ruined his constitution,, ing it to his friends and acquaintances, for box in all cases.
for
a
license
to
sell
and
convey
so
much
of
”P ROB ATE N OTIC E S.
* the real estate of said deceased as may be better say.—So to save life you must half poisoni all fixed pains whatever ; such as RheumaThe Resurrection,, or Per*
________ ..... _____ _ ———t
with that comforter of the teeth and gums—■ tism, Gout, Head-ache, Nervous Tooth-ache, sian Pills.—These pills raise from the great
necessary
for
the
payment
of
said
debts
and
Al a Court of Probate, held at Alfred, within i
MERCURV—and positively make a man mis Pain in the side, hip, back and limbs, in eve
charges ; also on petition to have erable the sad remainder of his existence; this is ry case of which it has proved an effectual est weakness, distress anil suffering, to a state
and for the County of llork, on the first incidental
i
of strength, health and happiness. Th©
her
account
of
administration
allowed;
and
Monday in January, in the year of our Lord I
called curing. Shocking folly !
cure. He has likewise witnessed the happy
Let us now look at your “purged’ man—the effects of its softening and healing qualities name of these pills originated from the cir
eighteen hundred andforty-one, by the Honor- ialso on petition to have her private account
man who has taken Brandreth’s Pills for Liver in numberless cases of Scrofulous Humors, cumstance of the medicine being found only
able WM. A. HA YES, Judge of said Court: Jallowed :
ORDERED—That the petitioner give Complaint—he has the firm, elastic tread of Knots, Wens, While Swelling, Hard Tu in the cemetries of Persia. This vegetable
ISAAC VARNEY, guardian of Hannah S.,
thereof to the heirs of said deceas conscious strength, his countenance is mear mours, Stiff Joints, Ague Cakes, Ague in the production being of a peculiar kind, led to
Miriam, Abba M. and James A. Hoag, notice
i
ed
and
to
all persons interested in said estate,, and serene, his eye is full and sparkling with Breast, and the like, to the united satisfaction experiments as to its medical qualities and
minors and children of Enos Hoag, late ot <
virtues. In half a century it became an es
by
causing
a copy of this order to be publish the feeling of new life and animation ; he has of himself and others.
North-Berwick, in said county, deceased, hav
confined a few days to his bed, but he ustablished medicine for the diseases of that
in the Kennebunk Gazette, printed ini. been
ing presented his second account of guard- ed
,
It has likewise been very beneficial in ca country. The extract of this singular pro
ed nothing but the true Brandreth Pills, and
Kennebunk, in said county, three weeks suc, soon rose without any injury being sustained ses of weakness, such as Weakness and Pain
ianship of his said wards for allowance :
duction was introduced into son e parts of
ORDERED—That the said guardian give cessively, that they may appear at a Probate by his constitution. Instead ofbeing months in in the Stomach, Weak Limbs, Lameness, Af Europe in the year 1783, and used by many
notice to all persons interested, by causing a Court to be holden at South-Berwick, in said a weak state he will be stronger, after he has fections of the Spine, Female Weaknesses, celebrated physicians in curing certain dis
copy of this order to be published three county, on the first Monday in February entirely recovered the attack : because his &c. No female subject to pain or weakness eases, where all other medicines had been us
weeks successively, in the Kennebunk Ga next, at ten of the clock in the forenoon, and1 blood and fluids have become purified, and hav- in the back or side, should be without it. ed in vain. Early in the year 1792, the
zette, printed at Kennebunk, in said county, shew cause, if any they have, why the' ing purged away the old and impure fluids, the Married ladies, in delicate situations, find extract was combined with a certain vegetaare thereby renovated, and he is not borne
that they may appear at a Probate Court to prayer of said petitions should not be granted.■ solids
down by useless particles, but has renewed his great relief from constantly wearing this1 ble medicine imported from Dura Baca, in
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
be held at South-Berwick, in said county, on
plaster.
the East Indies, and formed into pills. Lhe
life and body both.
—Attest,
the first Monday of February next, at ten of A true copy,W
It has lately been discovered that the Jew admirable effect of this compound upon the
The principle of purging with Brandreth s
m. Cutter Allen, Register.
the clock in the forenoon, and shew cause, if
Pills, removes nothing but the useless and de David’s or Hebrew Plaster is a sure remedyi human system, led physicians and families
January 9.
any they have, why the same should not be
cayed particles from the body,—the morbid and for Corns as the following certificate will into its general use. Their long established
allowed.
corrupt humors of the blood ; those humors show—more can be seen by calling upon our character, their universal and healing virtues»
C NCRR ! !
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
which cause disease—they impede the func agents in the Villages.
-------------000------------the detergent and cleansing qualities of their
A true copy,—Attest,
tions of the liver when they settle upon that
CERTIFICATE.
specifieal action upon the glandular part of
HE subscriber respectfully informs the organ,
>
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
and which, when they settle upon the
East
Bloomfield,
Feb.
18,1840.
people in this vicinity, that he intends 'muscles, produce rheumatism ; or, upon the
r the system, are such as will sustain their repJanuary 13.
Messrs Comstock & Co.—I feel myself under
to continue at Springvale, Sanford, Me.,
' produce gout; or, upon the lungs,pro- great
nerves,
obligation to you or your Jew David’s, utation and general use in the American ReAl a Court of Probate, holden at Alfred, within where he has been for a few weeks success- (duce consumption ; or. upon the intestines, cos Plaster. °I have been troubled with corns onj public.
and for the County of York, on the first Mon fully operating on Cancers and Scrofulous .tiveness ; or, upon the lining of the blood ves my toes for seventeen years, and tried almost
apoplexy and paralysis, and all the train every thing that was recommended, but could
,
O’ T O MOTHERS.X0
day of January, in the year of our Lord Tumors, until the twentieth of January sels,
, disorders so melancholy to the sufferer and find nothing that did any good, till I tried the
Messrs. E. Chase
Co. .-—Gents.—Hearing
eighteen hundred and forty-one, by the Hon. next, at which time he is under the necessi- of
Hebrew Plaster.
1 pared the corns and applied much said about the extraordinary effects of the
ty of returning to Groton, Vt. where he has all who behold them.
WM. A. HAYES, Judge of said Court :
Yes,
purging
these
humors
from
the
body
is
N the petition of Sylvester McIntire, engaged to resume his usual operations on the true cure for all these complaints, and eve the Plaster, after having it on about twenty-four Resurrection or Persian Pills upon those about
the Plaster came off, and the corns pealed to become Mothers, we were induced to make a
administrator of the estate of John Gro the above and most kinds of Humors inci ry other form of disease ; this is no mere asser hours
off and left a hollow place, and are entirely well,1 trial oi them. My wife was at that lime the
dent
ver, Jun. late of York, in said county, de
 to the human Constitution.
tion, it is a demonstrable truth, and each day it and as smooth as they ever were.
mother of five children, and had suffered the
The subscriber flatters himself that all who is extending itself; far and wide it is becoming
ceased, representing that the personal estate
Yours Respectfully,
most tedious and excrutiating pains during and
of said deceased is not sufficient to pay the are afflicted as above stand in their own known, and more and more appreciated.
WONTON JOSLIN.
after her confinement of each. She had Hied
just debts which he owed at the time of his light by neglecting to make application
The cure by purging may more depend up
N. B. I would advise all those afflicted with every means and taken much medicine, but
death by the sum of sixty three dollars and while they have opportunity to receive a on the laws which produce sweetness or purity corns, to make trial of the Hebrew Plaster.
found little or no relief.—She commenced „aking
seventy nine cents, and praying for a license cure of the worst of diseases, by experience than may be generally imagined. Whatever
E. W. CAPRON & CO.
the Persian Pills about three months before her
to sell and convey the whole of the real es arising from seven years successful opera tends to stagnate will produce sickness, because
Rochester, N. Y.
confinement, (her health being very poor about
it tends to putrefaction ; therefore the necessity
Agents for Vermont and N. Hampshire.
tate of said deceased, as by a partial sale the tion in the foregoing business.
this length of time previous) and soon after was
of
constant
exercise
is
seen.
REUBEN
W.
HILL.
For
sale,
also,
by
the
following
sub-Agents
:
enabled by their use to attend to the cares of a
residue thereof would be greatly injured :
When
constant
exercise
cannot
be
used
N.
B.
—
All
printers
in
the
county
of
York,
Kennebunk,
Alexander
Warren
;
Kennemother to her family until her confinement. At
ORDERED—That the petitioner give no
FROM ANY CAUSE, the occasional use of
tice thereof to the heirs of said deceased, and by inserting the above in their papers, three Opening Medicine is ABSOLUTELY required. bunk-port, Oliver Bourn ; Wells, Seth Hatch ; the time she commenced taking the Persian
Pills, and for several weeks previous, she was af
to all persons interested in said estate, by weeks in succession, will receive their re Thus the conduits of the Blood, the fountain North-Berwick, Sheldon Hobbs.
flicted with a dry, hard cough, and frequent se
REUBEN W. HILL.
causing a copy ot this order to be published ward, from
of life, are kept free from those impurities
cramps, which the use of the Pills entirely
R. SEARS’ UNIVERSAL SANGUI- vere
1
Springvale, Sanford, Me.,?
in the Kennebunk Gazette, printed in Ken
which would prevent its steady current minis
before using half a box. It is with
NAR1AN or BLOOD-ROOT PILLS. removed
,
December 28, 1840. $
nebunk, in said county, three weeks succes
tering health. Thus, morbid humors are pre
The proprietor feels the fullest confidencegreat
in j confidence that we advise all those about
vented from becoming mixed with it. It is na
sively, that they may appear at a Probate
i become mothers, to makp use of the Persian
MOFFAT’S LIFE MEDICINES— ture which is thus assisted through the means the superior virtue of these Pills. Still they to
Court to be holden at South Berwick, in said
Pills. All those that have taken them in our
are
presented
to
the
public
on
their
own
mer

The
efficacy
of
Moffat
’
s
Life
Pills
and
Phe

and
outlets
which
she
has
provided
for
herself.
county, on the first Monday in February next,
neighborhood have got along in the same easy
its
alone,
and
his
only
wish
is
to
have
their
D
r
.
B
randreth
’
s
O
ffices
in
New
York
nix
Bitters
having
been
tested
by
thousands
at ten of the clock in the forenoon, and shew
manner, and are about house in a few days.
are
241
BROADWAY,
185
Hudson
st.
and
276
claim
subjected
to
the
severe
but
satisfactory
yearly,
for
several
years,
and
having
estab

There does not appear to be half the danger of
cause, if any they have, why the prayer of ?
Bowery,
between
Prince
and
Houston
Sts.
test
of
intelligent
experience.
lished
beyond
further
cavil
their
infinite
su

other difficulties setting in after confinement
said petition should not be granted.
I
Philadelphia,
8
North Eight Street.
A
gentleman
stopping
at
the
Astor
House
periority
over
all
other
specifics
for
human
where these Pills are taken.—We unitedly say,
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
'
Baltimore,
80
South
Charles
Street.
N. Y., writes thus :
let none neglect taking them, for they are in the
A true copy,—Attest,
.
i maladies, as the published testimony of hun
Boston,
19
Hanover
Street.
reach of the poor as well as the rich. We are
New York, April 9th, 1839.
Wm Cutter Allen, Register. <dreds of grateful citizens has shown, Mr.
Albany, Corner of Green and Hudson Sts.
To Dr. J. B. Sears—Dear sir,—Having by truly thankful that there is a remedy which fe
Moffat respectfully suggests to the considera
January 13.
Pittsburg, Pa. 154 Wood street.
—--------------- ;— -------------------------------------------------;------------------------------------- - —“—
! tion of invalids suffering
the use of three boxes of your U. Sanguina- males can easily procure which bids to lessen the
from whatsoever
Cincinnati, 119 Main street.
At a Court of Probate holden at Alfred, within malady they may, whether it is better to con
rian or Blood Root Pills, been entirely cured world of suffering, which many of them have to
Louisville, Ky. 99 Fourth street.
andfor the County of York, on the first Mon tinue to suffer the pangs and tortures oi dis
of a complication of bilious complaints with bear, and perhaps save the lives of thousands
St. Louis, Mis. 56 1-2 Market street.
day of January, in the year of our Lord ease, or by applying the remedy furnished in
which 1 had been afflicted for between two which otherwise would be lost.
New Orleans, 3 Old Levee.
Rochester, May 14th, 1838 ; corner of Caledo
eighteen hundred and forty-one, by the his LIFE MEDICINES, obtain a restoration
and three years, it is with feelings of heart
Charleston, 70 Meeting street.
square, Edinburgh street. For further par
Montreal, 63 Notre Dame.
Hon. WM. A. HAYES, Judge of said to health, comfort and enjoyment ?
felt gratitude that I now address you to ac nia
He
S. ROBERTS,
\Tj=’How to be secure from Counterfeit Pills quaint you of the fact. 1 had consulted sev ticulars,’ see subscribers.
thinks there can be but one answer to this;
Court :
A. O. ROBERTS.
N the petition of Esther J. Gatchell,■ question—and that answer an immediate ap purporting to be Brandreth's Pills.
eral eminent physicians, taken plentifully of
Never purchase without being positively sure Brandreth’s, Lee’s, and many other pills, but
Certificates can be procured by calling up
administratrix of the estate of Jason plication of the SOVEREIGN ANTI
the person selling has an Engraved cer
Gatchell, late of Sanford, in said county, de

all to no purpose ; in fact I continually grew on the agents in the villages, who have a large
DOTES
to be obtained at his principal of that
tificate of Agency, and 33= observe it has been
ceased, representing that the personal estate fice, 375 Broadway, or at any of his numer renewed ; no Certificate being any guarantee more feeble and emaciated—my usual weight bill containing a treatise on most diseases»
ot said deceased is not sufficient to pay the ous agencies.
after 12 months from date that Pills sold by the when in health was 175 lbs. and I was reduc their causes and remedy, to distribute gratui
just debts which he owed at the time of his
E. W. CAPRON & Co.,
ed to 115. I had no appetite, and the lit tously.
(j^These valuable Medicines are for sale! holder are genuine.
Agents for Vt. and New-Hampshire,
death, by the sum of two hundred dollars, by DANIEL REMICH, Kennebunk.
Sub-Agents in York County will be supplied tle food I did eat was poorly digested. I wasi
and praying for a license to sell and convey
by Mr. John O. Langley, my only Travelling at last confined to my room and most of the! ttj whom alt orders must be addressed (post
August 6,1840.
so much of the real estate of said deceased
Agent in Maine—or by ordering from my lime to my bed. While in this appalling paid) Rochester, N. Y.
as may be necessary for the payment of said NATURE'S GRAND RE- Principal New England Office, ,
condition a friend inquired if I had tried your For saie by the following Agents :
19 Hanover St., 19—BOSTON.
debts and incidental charges :
Kennebunk, Alexander Warren.
B. R. Pills, being answered in the negative
STOBATIVB.
SOLD ONLY IN KENNEBUNK BY he recommended them to me, having him
ORDERED—That the petitioner give no
Wells, Seth Hatch.
------------- 000------------JOHN OSBORN & Co.;
tice thereof to the heirs of said deceased and
North-Berwick, Sheldon Hobbs.
self been restored by their use from a some
HIS
Valuable
Vegetable
Medicine
stands
In
Kennebunk-port,
by
S.
H.
Gould
;
to all persons interested in said estate, by
what similar, though less aggravated compli August 6, 1840.
unrivalled for the following complaints,
Saco and Biddeford, McIntire & Beck cation of diseases. I immediately sent to
causing a copy of this order to be published in
viz
:-Dyspepsia
or
Indigestion,
Diseased
Liv

the Kennebunk Gazette, printed in Kenne er, Bilious Disorders, Dropsy, Asthma, Cos and Seleucus Adams ;
your central office, procured a box, and be TRUFANTE COMPOUND.
Lyman, William Huntress;
-------------000—----------bunk, in said county, three weeks successive tiveness, Worms and loss of Appetite, and by
ing partially relieved by their use, purchased
Alfred, B. F.Chadbourne;
M. B. TRUFANT would say to thely, that they may appear at a Probate Court cleansing the stomach and bowels, cures
two boxes more ; and now, although scarceSanford, Eliot Tibbets ; Caleb S. Emery ;' ly two weeks has elapsed since I commenced
public, that the increased demand for
to be holden at South Berwick, in said county, pains in the Side, Stomach and Breast, Colds
Lebanon, Libbey & Wood ;
the above article, from abroad as well as at
on the first Monday in February next, at ten of and Coughs of long standing, Hoarseness,
taking them, by the blessing of Providence I
South Berwick, Parks & Wilson ;
the clock in the forenoon, and shew cause, if shortness of breath, Nervous complaints, &c.
have entirely recovered my former health home, warrants him to believe it to be as rec
Berwick, J. S.T. Cushing ;
any they have, why the prayer of said peti Its virtues surpass any thing heretofore known
and am fast gaining strength and flesh. 1 ommended, when faithfully applied, as the
North Berwick, Sheldon Hobbs ;
tion should not be granted.
shall call to-morrow for two or three dozen following will show :
in removing St. Vitus’ Dance ; two bottles
Attest,—Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
Wells, Joseph Wilson ;
THIS Medicine is the most safe and effecboxes which I intend to take to tny residence
have
been
known
to
cure
this
afflicting
dis

A true copy—Attest,
Wells, Ogunquit, Barak Maxwell, John H. in S. Carolina next week, by which time 1 ual remedy ever yet discovered. The sul>
ease
after
having
baffled
every
exertion
for
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
scriber has been Agent for the sale of the athink I can safely venture to travel.
four years.—It has a most powerful influence, Spear ;
January 13.
York—Cape Neddick, George M. Freebove medicine for a few months, and during
Yours truly,
JAS. S. HUBBELL.
in removing nervous complaints. It is pleas
that time has seen persons affected with the
man
;
At a Court of Probate held al Alfred, within ant to take, and so easy in its operation that
York, Alexander Dennett ;
R. WILLIAM MOUNTAIN’S Celebrat Salt Rheum in every degree, from a very
andfor the County of York, on the first Mon it may be administered to the infant with
York Corner, Samuel Douglass ;
ed Rheumatic and Strengthening Plas slight touch on the hand to the covering of
day of January, in the year of our Lord safety.
the whole body, completely cured by the aBuxton, C. M. Merrill, P. M. ;
ter.
—These plasters have been used through
AGENT
FOR
YORK
COUNTY,
eighteen hundred and forty-one,bythe Hon.
Buxton Corner, Nathan Eiden ;
bove medicine; and would recommend it
out
the
greatest
part
ot
Europe
and
have
been
WM. A. HAYES, Judge of said Court:
DANIEL REMICH.
with the utmost confidence, to all affected in
Limerick, John Sanborn ;
found
to
be
far
more
efficacious
than
any
ATHAN MORRELL, named Executor
Newfield—Dam’s Mills, Caleb R. Ayer, other plaster ever offered to the public for the any degree with the above complaint. And
Who will supply the article, to dealers, at
in a certain instrument purporting to be the lowest wholesale prices.
P. M. ; West do. J. & S. C. Adams;
following complaints, viz : Pain in the side, resort has been had to this in cases of obstin
the last will and testament of Ephraim Mor
Parsonsfield, Asa Dolton ; North do., Milo lame back, weak stomach, weak joints, Rheu ate humors of years standing with entire
rell, late of North Berwick, in said county,
J. Goss ; F. & E. H. Newbegin ;
success.
SAMUEL ADAMS.
matism, &c. &c.
deceased, having presented the same for pro
Hallowell, Feb. 20,1839.
Cornish, John McLellan ;
Price 25 cents each.
bate :
Limington, James McArthur;
N. B. These plasters come to hand neatly
ORDERED—That the said Executor
HE subscriber being about to make some
The subscriber having been Agent for the
Waterborough, James Leavett;
spread and need only be applied to the parts
give notice to all persons interested, by caus
new arrangements in his business, re
sale of the above named medicine for several
Hollis, Eben Sawyer ;
affected.
ing a copy of this order to be published three
quests all persons indebted to him for PapersBuxton, T. Bolles ;
For sale, wholesale and retail, by Blaisdell months, and having known of several cures
weeks successively, in the Kennebunk Ga or Advertising,—by Note or Account,—to
Shapleigh, M. Goodwin
& Thurston, East-Thomaston, Me. by whom performed by using it, can safely recommend
zette, printed at Kennebunk, that they make payment without delay.—Those neglect
Acton, Win. Evans.
orders for the Medicine will be faithfully at it to those afflicted with Salt Rheum.
may appear at a Probate Court to be ing will find their demands in the hands of
B. BRANDRETH, M.D.
J. E. LADD.
tended
to. For sale, also, by the following
held at South Berwick, in said county, on the an Attorney for collection.
241 Broadway, N. V.
Price—One Dollar, with full directions.
Agents
:
—
Kennebunk,
Daniel
Remich,
Alex

first Monday of February next, at ten of the
(jJ^WOOD and COUNTRY PRODUCE
May, 1839.___________ ___
For sale by
ander Warren and Samuel Jordan ; Wells,
clock in the forenoon, and shew cause, if any will be received from those who cannot make
D. REMICH, Kennebunk.
Barak Maxwell, Erastus Littlefield and Geo.
they have, why the said instrument should it convenient to pay Cash, if delivered imme
Notice to delinquents f
A. LUQUES, Kennebunk-port.
E. Baker ; York, J. Brooks and George M.
not be proved, approved and allowed as the diately.
May, 1840.
ly.
LL persons having unsettled accounts Freeman.
last will and testament of the said deceased.
O^All persons having demands against
with the subscribers, of six months
August 21,1840.
eply
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
the subscriber, are requested to present them
OSTON ACADEMY’S Collection of Sa
standing, are requested to call and have them
A true copy—Attest,
for payment.
JAMES K. REMICH.
cred Music—last ed. ;
AND PAPER—a good article—for sale
adjusted.
WILLIAM LORD & Co.
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
For sale by
D. REMICH.
Gazette Office, Kennebunk, Nov. 29,1840.
low, by
D. REMICH.
Kennebunk, Dec. 26,1840.
January 13.
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